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1 he means of rapidly determining water losses by me- 
nical means will be greatly appreciated by waterworks

engine
to the

ers and others having occasion to give serious thought 
subject.

There has of late been brought to a very satisfactory 

,e °f perfection an instrument known as the pitotmeter, 
^ lch is designed to indicate water waste and main losses.

^reat advance over other methods of water waste investi
gation has been brought about in this instrument, inas
much a$ the main does not have to be cut. This instru
ment is
?!the
"cr ends with carefully formed orifices of )4-inch internal 

mameter 
standard
may be
wUhd

primarily a rate meter, depending on the velocity 
water in the main. Two brass tubes bent at their

are held in a suitable cap which screws upon a 
i-inch corporation cock through which the tube
readily introduced into any main and a; easily 

rawn. Heavy cloth-insertion rubber tubing connects 
aUcl °r*^Ce tutes with a long glass manometer oe U tube, 
in,. 3 °w-off cocks are provided to remove the air Torn the 
nstrume„t.
rece^e Pitometer Company, 220 Broadway, New York, 
Tor<m[y made a pitotmeter survey of certain sections of 

ago. 
the Pi

the

and their report was made to the city a few' weeks 
r- E. A. Howland was in charge of the survey for 

^‘tometer Company.
accord,diStriCt a^out s*x blocks square (larger on matters 

nff to the consumption) was taken and all the bound-
ves closed except one. A photo recording pitometer 

Placed

aUy
"-as

urs 0n this main and the flow gauged for 
bight ^ t*le district was residential and show a high 
dividedra^ between the hours of twelve and five, it was sub- 

Th )r^Ween those hours to find the cause.
Chl°ri(]C Tt-tube w-as filled with a mixture of carbon-tetra- 

and benzine having a specific gravity of 1.25 and 
use the water from the pipes filled the remaining 
the U-tube.

t his

ho

"'heb in
sPac

Va . was done by closing the inside valves supplying 
Us streets, and noting the drop in flow as the valves 

if °sc*1
Cq‘ stre«t was found to have

S vvere closed, and if a house had any waste the 
-.vt^011^ at once sh°wn by the fall of liquid in the 

phone j T' T lie curb cocks were sounded with an aqua- 
'l£tain a(-'tCp°rc being closed, and if leakage was detected, 
lhe leaj. r' If the flow stopped on closing the curb cock,
c°cks. Was evidently on the house side of the curb

After
°n the

the
"-ere

c"rb
aamUnt
man

abnormal flow, thean

valve 
if »

all the curb cocks had been shut off the 
0p . main supplying this street would be closed, 

age op1,1 ^°W Was t^len noted, it would be caused by 
C°'1!cl n t*1e main or services up to the curb cocks. This

The

a dr
leak

located by means of the aqua-phone and

orifices are set to receive the maximum velocity 
main, which is usually near the centre, and is 

by the deflection in the manometer.

This deflection, by virtue of tne differential action of 
the water and the slightly heavier and insoluble liquid, is 
just four times that due to the actual difference of water 
head on the orifices produced by the flowing stream.

The current impinges directly on one orifice, but the 
other is turned directly down stream and gives something 
less than the static head within the main, thus increasing 
the difference of pressure produced, 
then multiplied in the U-tube, the result being that a low 
velocity within the pipe produces a readable deflection.

This difference is
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Photo Recording Pitometer.

The photo recorder consists of a portable box in which 
a drum carrying sensitized paper revolves before a fine 
vertical slit just in front of which is locked one leg of the 
U-tube, in such a position that the rays of light from a 
lamp will be partly interrupted on their way through the 
colored liquid in the lower half of the U-tube. 
liquid rises and falls with the velocity in the pipes it will 
record a line or band of shade on the velox paper whose 
ordinates vary according to the well known formulae V = c 
V2gh in which h is % of the U-tube deflection in feet or 
half of the recorded ordinates on the paper, €=0.84 the 
calibration coefficient of orifices. A prism attachment re
cords the full deflection at low velocities.

Autographic horizontal lines are formed by notches in 
the drum split, spaced so as to correct for the angularity 
of the light and enable the true deflection to be readily 
taken from the diagram at any point.

As the
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aboutrate of 7,185,000 gallons per twenty-four hours, or 

67 J4 per cent, of the mean flow.
In the districts subdivided, it was found that the high 

night flow is almost entirely caused by waste inside the 
houses. This is due to leaking fixtures, careless and wilfu 
waste, and can only be controlled by the installation 0

To determine the quantity of water being discharged, 
is first made of the pipe 'at the gauging point,a traverse

and from this traverse the pipe coefficient (mean velocity 
divided by center velocity) is obtained, 
then left at the center and the mean velocity at any rate 
of flow may always be found by multiplying the center velo
city by this coefficient.

A preliminary test of the first district was made in 
There was then a steady flow between 1.30

The orifices are

meters.
The mains in these districts are remarkably free fro® 

leakage, as shown by our tests, for after closing all the 
the flow practically stopped, thus proving theAugust, 1911.

a.m. and 5 a.m. at the rate of 395,000 gallons per 24 hours. 
The district was, subdivided and it was found that this high 
night rate was quite evenly distributed over all the streets. 
The services were sounded with an aqua-phone and a large 
number of houses were found to have a continuous flow of

The mains were also carefully

curb cocks 
mains to be tight.

CONCRETE ROADWAYS.

Concrete roads have been the principal type of roa 
built by Wayne County, Michigan, and concrete roads are 
the accepted standard of construction. The road commis- 
sioners state that their aim is to provide the county with dur 
able, permanent roads. They believe that the concrete 
road that they devised and built has accomplished their Pu^ 
pose, and that that type of road is the coming roadway, 
is a road that is low in ultimate cost, pleasing to the eye- 
smooth, dustless, and affords excellent traction for all tyPe* 

While their early efforts at concrete r0

water during the night, 
sounded and no evidence of leakage could be found. In
spection of the fixtures in the houses in this district showed 
a large number of leaks, but in several houses with a con
tinuous night flow, the fixtures Were found to be in good
condition, thus showing wilful waste.

adof vehicles.
building were somewhat experimental they have devised se^ 
eral means in their methods of construction which will a 
materially to the life of concrete roads. Among the m°re 
important improvements have been.

( 1 ) The increase of the amount of cement used in *•
mix, changing from 1-2-4 mix to 1-11-£-3 mix ;

(2) More stringent specifications as to quality of stone 
and sand ;

(3) An increase in the depth of the work to not lesS 
than 7 inches ;

(4) A protecting plate at the expansion joint.
The Eureka road in Wayne County is a typical exarnP 

of the type of roads built. Eureka road is one of the Pr*n 
cipal roads leading into Wyandotte. It is built of concrete 
of a 1-2-4 mix with 12 feet of metal, 23 feet over all at 'tS 
narrowest point. It was built last fall, and additional - 
age will be constructed at an early date.

The following is a statement of the expenditures 
Eureka road, a stretch one mile in length, up to and ir>c 
ing September 30, 1911:—

)
1

mile-

A Photo Record With Prism Attachment Recording Both 
Legs of U-Tube. Roadway Proper. Cost.

$ 980.00 
3,364-i5 
1,657.78 

684-94 
i,723-97

189.45
77.60
I4-3I 

110.14 
11-47
48.51
49.41
27.50
53-03
48.81

Teams .............................................
Other labor ...................................
Pebbles, tons 2,014 ....................
Sand, tons 700 .............................
Cement barrels 1,218 ................
Coal, tons 60.75 .........................
Expansion joints .........................
Lumber and engineers stakes
Water supply .................................
Blue prints, advertising photos
Lubrication, waste, etc..............
Liability insurance ....................
Hardware and repairs ............
Express, messenger and auto . 
Miscellaneous ............................

A district almost entirely residential was gauged, and 
the minimum night flow found to be 395,000 gallons per 
twenty-four hours, or about 77.75 per cent, of the mean 
flow.

A few services were found to be leaking between the
Aftercurb cock and the main, and these were repaired, 

these repairs had been made and the houses inspected, the 
night flow was again taken and showed a reduction of only 
50,000 gallons per twenty-four hours.

As this district was still in a very unsatisfactory condi
tion, the engineers took the streets with the heaviest night 
flow and shut off all the services ; it was then found that

This showed that thethe flow to these streets stopped.
in the houses and that there was no leakage inwaste was

,t.o7 - $9,04the mains.
A leak of 170,000 gallons per twenty-four hours was

-inch service pipe, 
sewer

Drainage.
found ; this was caused by a break in a 
which singularly enough occurred just inside a

$ 26501
48.84 85

__ 313 2.

$9-354

Open ditch 
Tile drainsthrough which it passed.

The twenty-two districts gauged with the recording 
pitometer showed a total mean flow of 10,618,000 gallons 
per twenty-four hours, and a minimum night flow at the

.9*
Total cost of roadway proper with drainage--
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SOME NOTES ON COLUMN DESIGN. givres the highest value, but it should be remembered that 
there is an impact increment to allow for, consisting of

UBy F. Tissington.
where L = live load stress and D = dead load

During the course of some ten or twelve years structural 
es‘gning the writer has found it necessary on more than 

°ne occasion to compare the different column formulae that 
are being constantly used, in order to get a true idea of 
ibeir respective values.

Nearly every handbook issued by the different steel 
companies, as well as most of the current text books on de- 
'gning, specify a particular formula having its own peculiar 

merits, and these, together with government specifications, 
Produce a most formidable array of figures, which, to the 
average draughtsman and designing engineer, makes it al- 
111081 impossible for him to select a particular formula as 
most suitable to his case.

Some years ago the writer compiled a series of tables and 
curves relating to column and strut formulae in use at that 
^me in England, and he found there was a large difference 

opinion between the various authorities as to what con
stituted
of this he
order

L + D 
stress.

This, taken in a general way, reduces the allowable 
stress per square inch by about 35 per cent., in order to 
pare same with the other figures, and this new value is 
shown by the dotted line.

com-

CmmAm Cmm m Column Formulae.
3 6 12______ 1310

20

id G*rr Spcc ISM

m.
18

\17 Cfinnoim Gorr 5rtc I

\16

;sNlwBkuhswkk Dept »r 
Pvouc Wmksa safe load for a particular case, and in consequence

came to the conclusion that the only remedy, in
to design in a safe as well as in a commercial sense,

,,as to Pick out one particular set of figures and stick to
them.

15

C AN AO IAN BUTT Spec- ISOI
s 14 %iVU"

%as
%I 613 X 'ftI

a]^ Professor Fidler’s formula was the one finally adopted, 

cons

12 m,.6
5was chosen in preference to any of the others, in 

set C<^Uence of the fact, that it made an allowance for initial 
°r eccentricity of, loading, which is almost certain to 

- any strut or column from one of several causes. 
’nstance, it is almost impracticable to produce 

^rctally either 
straight 
section

1 11 ■W*; 0,« x f a10
^ccur in 
For 5tooi r* X

9 16com-
a simple or compound strut perfectly 

and with the centre of gravity of 
exactly coincident with a straight line drawn from 

at either end of the member which do coincide

$ X
8 X8 <- Xsevery cross-
$ 7t\Vo

Points
with th 8

e centre of gravity at those points.
no structural material yet produced has been 
mogenous throughout, and this state of affairs

Again
Perfectlv ho 
pro<3u,
posin °S t^le same effect as that outlined above? even sup- 

member could be made perfectly symmetrical 
e centre of gravity line. 

adoPtinSHght modification 

fol’owing 1 Slid'ng factor of safety. This consisted of the

3

3

was made to Fidler’s formula by 2

1

Factor of safety for dead loads 2.5 + .01 h 

* actor 1210of safety for live loads 3.0 + .015 h vmLdor ¥ LUhgth mmr r* Pm or Qygmar
ZWhere h =

value —
The other two curves belonging to the same specification 

—one for electric railway bridges and the other for railway 
bridges—would be reduced in a similar manner, but have 
not been shown.

The Cambria and Carnegie hand books give curves 
which represent very low values of permissible stress for low

r
z being unapported length in inches. 
r ~ least radius of gyration.

e the writer has been over on this side he has found 
°U by tr°uble, and nearly every design has to be figured 
lhat ther-11 •" SCt cdumn formulae. The consequence is 
the comp-,-’8 Very little PTactical value to be obtained from 
X a ne* mg °f tables of made-up struts and columns 

The v °ne 18 ma^e f°r each new formula. 
ls Iheant< l l‘iram N°- 1 w’ll give a very good idea of what 
ferent se’tsand the curves represent a fair sample of the dif- 

rse of 8 °f Hgures the average designer meets in the 
F a few months.
,:0r the

Sine,
same

the

L L
values of — and relatively high values as the ratio — in-

un- r r
creases.

This appears to the writer to be bad practice, as these 
formulae do not take advantage of the stiffness of short 
columns and neglect to allow for the extra amount of flexure 
in long columns.

It was for this very reason the sliding factor of safety 
was adopted by the writer, although there is another point 
of view which ought to have some bearing on this as well.

For instance, if you take, say, a column of four square 
inches sectional area, and assume two cases,

cou

by w . Salce of comparison Fidler’s formula, as used 
lt 'rr> l*as been plotted, and the two heavy lines 

e dead and live load curves for fixed ends as

the
rePr
sPeeifl

Catio

esent
ed.

If will be

for highway bridges for struts with fixed ends
noticed that the Canadian Government specifi-n,
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TELEPHONE COMPANIES OF CANADA.L
(i) Where the value of — is 3- statistics compiled to the end of 

been completed by the Department of
Canadian Telephoner

June, 1911, have 
Railways and Canals, and issued in the form of a report. 
This is the first attempt of the Department to prepare sta
tistics relative to the telephone in Canada, and it is to be

did not comply with the re-

L
(2) Where the value of — is 12

r
By using, say, the Tidier formula for live loads we 

obtain the following :
regretted that more managers

Department in furnishing material for
In all 537 companies 

and of

a more
quest of the
comprehensive and larger report, 
forwarded a complete or semi-complete statement,

shown to have the bulk

Total load 
allowable. 

52000 
22000

Permissible stress, 
square inch. Area.

4(1) 13000
5500 these the province of Ontario was 

of Canadian telephone business by a great lead.
when divided into provinces, resulted as follows:

4(2) The re-
Now, in computing loads, a great deal of guesswork 

be done for general designing, more particularly so 
wind and snow loads are concerned, and although our 

these points is getting more complete we 
is evidenced by the

port,
319has to 

far as
Ontario ......................
Quebec .........................
New Brunswick ........
Nova Scotia ................
Alberta .........................
Saskatchewan ..........
Manitoba ....................
British Columbia ----
Prince Edward Island

32
information on
are still likely to make mistakes, as 
failures that take place from time to time.

Therefore, assuming that in this particular
the correct loading by about 10,000 lbs, this would 

cent, increase in the first case, which

case we ar- 143
3rive at
5amount to, say, 20 per 

is not very serious, and 50 per cent, increase in the second.
It will be seen, therefore, that if we calculated on the 

Carnegie formula for live loads factor of safety five,
inches @ 6,400 lbs. to carry the

I

w « ■ 537
should require 3-4 square 
22,000 lbs. load in the second case but with the increase of 
the load to 32,000 lbs. our stress on the 3-4 square sectional 

would jum,p to 9,400 lbs. per sq. inch, whereas, with 
Fidler’s formula the actual stress would be 8,000 lbs. square

In the provinces of Manitoba, Alberta and Saskatchewan 
the Provincial Government has, in a certain measure, taken 
over the management of the telephone companies in their 
respective provinces. This is particularly the case in the 
two former provinces ; as all the separate organizations 
which previously existed have been merged under the con-

In Saskatchewan the process 0

area

inch.
It is evident that a small increment of loading on a 

L
column with a large value of — is likely to prove dangerous,

trol of the government, 
government absorption has taken definite form, but at the 
close of the month of June last there were still 142 com-r
panics holding their independence.

Of these 537 companies a great number are classed as 
rural, and these have, as a rule, an equipment of the lowest 
possible monetary value, and represent the so-called “party 
lines.”

L
but with small values of — the percentage increase being

r
considerably lower, this is not so serious, and, therefore, 
the most rational factor of safety is the sliding one of a 
similar type to that given above.

The curves given on the diagram No. 1 may all be quite 
safe if applied in the particular way intended, but are they 
all sound commercially ? That is, can they be used in a 
competitive sense, and further, is the indiscriminate use 
of these formulae to be recommended ?

The writer is of the opinion that it would be an im
mense gain to the manufacturers in this country if a stand
ard series of curves could be arrived at, and there does not 
seem to be any reason why one set of figures should not 
meet the case.

Starting, say, with columns for dead loads, fixed ends, 
it would be a simple matter to fix a reduction of so much 
per cent, for live loads and a further reduction per cent, for 
impulsive loads, 
and the whole thing would then lend itself very well to the 
compiling of standard tables, which would count for effic
iency and a great saving in labor in the designing office.

The combined capital of these 537 companies-amounted 
to $40,043,982.29 ; of this total the province of Quebec ha

This is thea combined capital of almost $19,000,000. 
largest amount of money invested in telephones of any Pr0 
vince of Canada, and may be accounted for by the fact ° 
the heavy capitalization of the Bell Telephone Company m 
Montreal.

an<iThe gross earnings reported totaled $10,068,220, 
of this sum $6,979,045 was operating expense ; being a PeI 
centage of operating expense to income of 69.32 per cent.

At the close of June, iqii, the combined length of tele
repf6'

1

phone wire of the various Canadian companies was 
sented by 687,728% miles of wire, and to this length 302’75^

,oi5#
The mileage of wireinstruments were connected.

divided into 576,712% miles for urban use, and in 
miles for rural purposes. -5

The energy required to operate these instruments
and magnet^

The same could be done for pin ends,

derived from two sources, viz., central energy 
Of these 174,994 were operated by the latter means an<*

127,765 by the former.

A LONG TUNNEL.
A FLOODED SUBWAY.

The Nepton tunnel, now being driven in the Pachuca, 
Mexico, district, will be over six miles long w'hen completed. 
It lies at a depth of about 1,400 feet below the city of Pueblo. 
It was started 18 years ago, but only about two miles has 
been completed. It will drain the Pachuca mining district 
and afford an outlet for the different mines.

Rail'The Wellington Street subway of the Grand Trunk 
badly flooded by the thaw rec°

put
tiy

way in Montreal was so
that street cars were held up, and passengers were .
much inconvenience. As soon as the drains were V 

up the regu'ar service was resumed. —J
eo

O 
-+ 

"T
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liners within its limits, and this has rendered ntces- 
the creation of the outer harbor, with which this report

REPORT ON VICTORIA HARBOR. ocean
sary
deals exclusively in so far as required works are concerned. 

The outer harbor of Victoria is immediately south of the
It may be said to extend

The report of Mr. Louis Coste, M.I.C.E., the engineer 
Sent by the Public Works Department at Ottawa last De- 
cember to investigate the requirements of Victoria, B.C., 

a view to equipping this port for the great shipping 
development 0f coming years, have been made public. They 
°utline the preliminary details for the construction of 
a<kquate harbor works for Victoria, the first part of a 
great scheme of development. Mr. 'Coste’s plan is for pro
gressive construction, making provision for enlargement as 

e trade develops, and no time is to be lost in beginning 
"°:k. Construction is expected to begin on the break- 

a^er from Ogden Point, the first work, in the near future.

A breakwater of concrete blocks surmounted by a con- 
j*ete wall, 2,500 feet in length, is to extend westerly from 
. gde,n Point, with a concrete pier 1,100 feet long on the 
|nner side, the breakwater to cost $1,250,000. Four other 
ar?e concrete piers, with spacious warehouses and modern 

Cargc-handling facilities, and a railway ferry slip where the
Th'ferrieS can load and unload their trains> wiU be buil.L 
j e Piers will be of 500, 700, 720, 800 and 1,100 feet in 
ength. and these will be built immediately following a 
^e' and borings, the construction of the first of the piers 
j6ln? hurried to increase the present accommodation for 
‘rge ocean going steamers in view of the rapid increase of 

CQe shipping of the port. It is estimated that this pier will 
,°St $4oo 000. The proposed piers will offer 6,400 feet of 
^rfhintr for steamships and with the outer wharf piers ac- 

Htnodation will be provided for over a score of ocean-

entrance to the inner harbor, 
from Shoal Point to Holland Point, on the east side, a dis- 

of 6,000 feet, and from McLaughlin Point to Macaulay 
Point, on the west side, a distance of 3,000 feet, comprising 
an area of nearly 300 acres of water, varying in depth from 

80 feet. In that harbor the spring tides rise 7 to 10

tance

30 to
feet, and the neaps 5 to 8 feet, the low tides being very 
irregular. The datum for excavation by the Public Works 
Department is the zero of the gauge of the old customsthe
wharf.

feet inMr. Coste suggests that a breakwater 2,500
foundation surmountedlength should be built of a rip-rap 

by a concrete wall protected on 
Crete blocks. This will protect all the wharves and the en-

The estimated cost of this

the seaward side by con-

trance to the inner harbor, 
breakwater is as follows :
Rip-rap stone, 365,000 cubic yards at $1.40 
Concrete wall, 36,000 cubic yards at $8.00.. 
Concrete blocks, 4,000 cubic yards at $9.00.

$ 511,000 
288,000 
365,000

sur-
$1,164,000

86,000Superintendence and contingencies

$1,250,000

a railway 
720 and 800 feet

project of wharf development comprises 
ferry slip, four piers respectively 500, 700, 
in length, and in addition a wharf 1,100 feet in length along
the inner face of the breakwater.

other things Mr. Coste recommends :

The

steamers.
connect the harbor works with the railroad terminals 

bascule bridge will be provided 
the reserve to Laurel Point with trackage on Montreal

The railroads will thus be

°n the Among
1. That the breakwater be built ; cost, $1,250,000 ,

harbor be made at once
Songhees reserve afr<\

$treet 
tabled 
Rehouse,

2. That a survey of the outer 
to ascertain the cost of building wharves as

That, as soon as the survey is completed, pier No.
be built. Approximate cost, $400,000 ; ...

4. That negotiations be entered into with the Provincia 
Canadian Pacific Railway and the Canadian 

affording rail connections

to the various piers.
to move their trains to and from the seven great 

j and the grain elevator to be provided.
Tor the growing coastwise trade the inner harbor is to 

deeSreat,y developed, a comprehensive scheme for dredging, 
Mof, and the clearance of obstructions being outlined. 

ar<* „i recdamation work is tc be done, and the haror lines 
y defined.

shown on plan ;

3-

be
Government, the
Northern Railway, with a view to 
to the outer harbor, by the construction of a bridge between

otherwise ;the Songhees Point and Laurel Point or
5. That the question of placing the whole of the harbor 

of Victoria in commission, be considered.
He also suggests for the inner harbor :

thorough survey of the harbor of Victoria be
undertaken at once, boring being essential ;

of works to be clone by the plant

Mr. Coste recommends that the placing of the port
His reportsfollow a barf>or commission be considered.

of harbor of Victoria is situated at the southeast end
of Gnc°aver Island, practically at the junction of the Strait 
divisa and the Strait of Juan de Fuca. This harbor is 
and ^ int0 two parts, known locally as the inner harbor 

outer harbor.
he inner harbor extends from Shoal Point on the east 

end T McLaughlin Point on the west side, to the east 
and a ,James Bay i
tion, J1/ utiles, and to Selkirk waters in a northerly direc- 
°f ^ bailee of nearly two miles. The available depth 
Princi Cr’ at lowest tide, in the channel, and close in to the 
dredgf 6 wharves, is 20 feet, obtained almost altogether by 
feet fs g and blasting operations. This depth of twenty 
Part of rny opinion, the maximum depth to which that 
area Qf ,et°ria harbor should be dredged, as the restricted 
Ktearners P°s.s*ble navigable water limits the sizes of the 
fRet „ S "hich can utilize it to a maximum length of 350 

nd a draft of ,7 feet.
'y of yblner harbor is a very valuable asset to the city 

bs c0ast;'Ct0r'a’ to the province, and to Canada generally. 
at a rap-^ ^ trade is very large, and is increasing annually 

rate, but it is not possible to accommodate large

1. That a

2. That the programme 
owned by the government, recommended in this report, be 

instructions given accordingly for carryingapproved, and 
it out ;side That the shoal east of Songhees Point be removed by

of the harbor is com-
and 3-

contract work as soon as the survey 
pleted ;

easterly direction, a distance of onem an

4. That that part of the harbor known as West Bay be
not it isthoroughly examined, to ascertain whether or 

feasible to build in that bay a modern railway terminus,
consisting of ferry slips and wharves.

emergency putty a new use was recently found 
A party being in need of a crack filler

As an
for old newspapers, 
and not being in a convenient position to obtain the real 
article made a boiling mixture of one pound flour and three 
quarts water and then soaked the paper, when the liquid 
had assumed a Pasty condition.

The filler dried hard and did not shrink to any extent.

This
city
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STEAM AND HYDRAULIC MACHINERY. In the larger engines, especially those of the 3-crank type, 
both compound and triple expansion, special balancing 
weights are attached to the crankshaft, thereby reducing the 
unbalanced forces and couples to their least possible values.

Condensers.—For many years Messrs. W. H. Allen, Son 
& Co., Ltd., have made a specialty of condensing plants, 
and have built surface condensers together with air-pump5 
and circulating pumps, arranged to be driven either electric
ally or by steam, up to the very largest sizes required f°r 
modern power plant.

The condenser body and the water box are usually made of 
cast-iron, the tube-plates of rolled brass and the tubes solid 
drawn brass and fixed in the tube plates by means of taPe

For many years Messrs. W. H. Allen, Son & Co., Ltd., 
of Queen’s Engineering Works, Bedford, England, (and who 
are now represented in Canada by Messrs. Chapman & Walker, 
of Toronto) have occupied a prominent position as makers of 
high-speed vertical steam engines, steam condensers and 
their accessories, centrifugal and turbine pump and water 
power turbines. We therefore give below an illustrated ac
count of some of the types of machinery just referred to 
which is certain to prove of interest to our readers, especially 
as Messrs. Allen’s engines and pumps are to be found on all 
the leading ships in our navy, and on practically all the 
largest liners afloat. packings and screwed brass ferrules.

The circulating water is drawn through the tubes by 
means of one of the “Conqueror” type centrifugal pumPs 
either electrically or steam-driven, and the condensed steam 
and air are removed by means of an Allen-Edwards air-pumPi 
which may be a single-cylinder, twin, or triple, according t<3 
requirements. Where the condensed water has to be deliver" 
ed to a hot-well at a considerable height, an extra water 
force pump is provided for this purpose to relieve the a'r' 
pump valves of any water pressure.

’ I mm

F
fitted withThe covers of the condenser water box are 

inspection doors, through which the water boxes can be 
cleaned.

■■
ji __>• *

■4"rÆ & The top of the condenser body is also fitted with a soda 
cock through which soda solution can be admitted to the 
condenser for the removal of any grease from the surface 0 
the tubes.

Figure 2. shows a steam driven surface condensiezs ■jrf si. ",g. ' ■ 9
petequipment arranged to deal with 66,000 lbs. of steam 

hour and maintaining a vacuum of 28 in. of mercury, 
the barometer at 30 in.

The company also construct jet-condensers of a variety 
of patterns specially adapted to suit local conditions.

with

Fig. 1.

Engines.—These are built in both the open and the en
closed high-speed types. The enclosed high-speed engines 
are of the vertical forced lubrication type, the oil being 
supplied under pressure by a small valveless plunger pump 
driven direct from one of the main eccentrics. The cylinders 
stand upon a massive cast iron trunk, which completely en
closes the working parts, the whole resting on a substantial 
cast-iron box section bedplate containing the oil pump, 
reservoir and filter, to which oil is supplied under pressure 
to the various working parts.

These engines are exceedingly neat in appearance and 
occupy the minimum floor space for the power developed, 
and are designed for use in connection with electric driving, 
and have been installed in large numbers in many of the 
leading British power stations where they are called upon to 
run for many months at a time without a stop.

The governor is of Allen’s standard crankshaft type,' and 
is fitted at one end of the crankshaft. It operates a double 
beat throttle valve situated next to the high-pressure valve 
chest. Hand gear is also provided by which the speed of 
the engine can be regulated while running through a con
siderable range above and below the average speed. A 
tachometer is fitted in dose proximity to this wheel, which 
indicates the speed of the engine.

Figure 1 shows a three-crank compound high-speed en
closed engine in which the three cylinders are cast separ
ately with their valve chambers.

The stuffing box packings, except where otherwise speci
fied are of special metallic type.

Special care has been devoted by the makers to the ques
tion of balancing, the arrangement of the cranks and the 
disposition of the weights of the various parts being such 
as to ensure the very- least possible amount of vibration.

\

HMfMfn

- M !
*

F

I'.

Fig. 2.
weH

Centrifugal Pumps.—These pumps are particular 
adapted for conditions where the plant is required to rlin^ere 
long periods with the minimum of attention, and w 
limited space only is obtainable. Furthermore, with ^ 
large experience, Messrs. Allen have been able to conti ^ 
improve the design of these pumps so that their efficic'1 -^e 
now brought to the very highest possible figure, whi .4, 
design of the various parts has been improved along -rjals 
the production of various improvements in the mate

for

available for construction.

-J
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turbines are available, has led Messrs. Allen to give great 
attention to the further development of this class of ma
chinery.

Fig. 3 shows a group of “Conqueror”, centrifugal pumps 
c°upled direct to continuous current motors.
Seen, these pumps are so constructed that the casing is in 
tw° halves, one half being readily removable, thus permitting 
of easy access to the impeller and bearings.

The body and impeller can either be of cast-iron or gun- 
metal, and the spindle of steel or bronze according to the 
nature of the water to be dealt with.

All parts are finished to standard gauges and can easily 
e renewed. The pump is of the very simplest construction 

throughout, and at the same time has a good efficiency, and 
as there are no fine clearances the wear on the parts is 
Practically nil, and the pump can consequently run for many 
years without incurring any costs for repairs or renewals, 
and is unaffected by water containing solid impurities.

Turbine Pumps.—Figure 4 shows a high-lift turbine 
Pump and motor, the one illustrated being capable of de
leting 525 gallons per minute against a head of 1,450 feet.

eSe Pumps embody all the latest improvements in turbine 
untp construction, and great care has been bestowed upon 

lnternal design of the water passages and the selection 
materials of construction, producing a pump of the very 

hlghest

As will be

For water turbines up to 400 b.h.p. output Messrs. Allen 
design anà construct their own special type of turbine, but 
for outputs above 400 b.h.p. and up to 10,000 b.h.p. in one 
unit, the company have a working agreement with the firm 
of Piccard Pictet & Co., of Geneva, Switzerland, under which 
they construct large turbines of their design.

fl

M

olass and giving excellent results. 
tli *->wing to the very complete nature of the equipment of 
Cae Workshops, the workmanship of these pumps is all that 
an 1)6 desired, the whole being finished to standard gauges, 

tio tyPe of pump finds a large application in connec
te n mining work as it occupies a very small space and
k mes practically no attention whatever while running, the 

ar*ngs being of the self-oiling type, 
p s these pumps have been designed to give the highest 
fini 1 6 efficiency every care has been bestowed upon the 

Pellerbro S an<* ffuide blades being constructed of high tension 
mp1126 and the spindle of nickel steel.

ment is also provided to balance the end thrust upon 
t 6 lmPellers
tain the

Fig. 4.

As the conditions may require, the turbines may be fur
nished with either an automatic governor or with regulation 
by hand only. If an automatic governor is fitted it is usual
ly belt driven from a pulley

The governor, which is of a very sensitive design, by 
of special gearing, actuates the regulating blades or 

shutters in the interior of the turbine, which control the ad
mission of the water to the wheel as the case may be. 
latest type of governor proper, which Messrs. Allen supply, 
is of a design in which the governor weights are suspended 
entirely by springs, thus eliminating all friction, inseparable 
from other designs of governors ; it is not only a very cheap, 
but also a most sensitive governor, and is not subject to 

The auxiliary governors are either of the hy-

the main shaft of the turbine.on

and materials employed for the internal parts, the im- means

An automatic ar- The

and a ball thrust bearing is provided to main- 
A11 *n its proper position.

Allen’s centrifugal pumps are adapted for driving 
direct by à steam engine or electric motor, and can 

ranged for Tope or belt driving.

either
be

any wear, 
draulic or mechanical type.

DESIGNING OIL ENGINE PORTS.
a In a recent discussion regarding oil engine ports Mr. 

Wolcott Remington, designer of the two-cycle Blanchard 
Engine, stated that in this type of oil engine the height 

of the exhaust port should be about one-seventh of the 
stroke of the engine. This, of course, is only general for 

speed because the piston speed or the number of 
minute of the engine would have to be

d hr

I

,-sh
Oil

K3
y

A
average
revolutions per 
taken into consideration in getting at the height of the
exhaust port.

The height of the inlet port for average speed would 
be about half the height of the exhaust port, 
necessary in order to give the exhaust gases sufficient time 
to escape
starts to enter. These proportions are based on the sup
position that the average charge of air will enter at about 
5 lbs. pressure.

Mr. Remington is strongly in favor of the two-cycle 
engine as far as oil engines are concerned, as with the 
four-cycle type experience has shown that the collection of 
carbon causes valve cutting and leaky valves with a conse
quent loss of compression, the real governing factor of the 
efficiency of an oil engine.

This is

Fig. 3. from the cylinder before the new charge of air
W"hen

fi'Pcs or accessary, foot valves can be fitted to the suction 
*°r primi'V Cre steam *s available an air ejector can be fitted 
Spccia] n5.the pump, or the air exhauster may be of a 
|1Utbp shafSlt*Ve tyPe. which can be driven direct from the

Water p
|1.0rtUnities °W6r Turbines.—The increasing number of op- 

.lQtl of w.|t " hi°h now present themselves for the introduc- 
'Str'cts r turfiines, owing to the opening up of so many

rc suitable supplies of water for driving water
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in the boiler-room, the boiler equipment consists of thre

eachThe construction is of steel, brick, and concrete, and is 
fireproof. The dimensions are 85 by 154 feet, and the walls 

feet high ; the construction is of the most modern for

double cylinder water tube Babcock and Wilcox boilers, 
of a rated capacity of 500 horse-power, but used in conjunc

are 42

the
tion with the economizers, will deliver 650 b.h.P- 
engines, or a total of 2,000 horse-power. These boilc^hjch 

equipped with Grime automatic chain grate stokers,

arebuildings of this class, and is eminently fitted for the 
economical and convenient handling of the work. It is de
signed to admit of the extension of the plant up to 4,000

£3
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horse-power before any addition is made to the building, 
when, if additional space is required, the building will be 
extended in accordance with plans already in hand.

Equipment—The equipment of the building with suit- 
ab’e machinery is the most important factor.

NEW POWER HOUSE AT SASKATOON.

The new power house stands on the corner of Spadina 
Crescent and Avenue A, Saskatoon, and is one of the show 
buildings of the city.
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“re driven by an independent engine, and feeds the coal as 
required under the boilers to convey the coal to the stokers. 

An elaborate system of coal handling appliances is being
ln stalled.

veyer, which makes a continuous circuit from the coal hop
per outside the building through and under the floor to the 
back of the building, thence upward and over the coal 
bunkers back to the hopper. Trips are located at intervalsThe first provision in this connection is the erec-
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a set of steel coal and ash bunkers, which extend the 

tL .“ °f the building, and are placed immediately above 
1 er fronts and stokers. From these bunkers chutes

over the bunkers, and any or all of the bunkers can be filled 
at the will of the operator, 
veyer, it is crushed to a size not exceeding two inches in a
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c* c°al f Un to hoppers of the stokers, and a steady flow 
°Verheac] IJtn above supplies the stokers at all times. The 

Unkers are kept filled by a gravity bucket con-

crusher located under the hopper outside of the building. 
Cars containing coal will be shunted on the track which 
passes over the hopper, and the coal dumped into same. The
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idea of the quantity that is in this province, 
is too great to be ap-

to give you an 
because the figure i5»ooo,ooo,ooo

coal ashes are handled in the same manner as the coal by 
the conveyer, and are elevated into bunkers at the front of 
the building, from, whence they are loaded into cars or
wagons by means of chutes.

By this system it will be readily seen that the work is 
entirely automatic, all manual labor being eliminated in

firing the boilers.
The economizers are

of economy in power production. They nasses
of the boilers, and all the feed water for the bode» passes 
through them. In the ordinary method of firing ,
all the intensely heated ga, produced b, the 
fuel on the grates passe, up the smoke stacked “ ” 
Inst Bv the use of economizers, the gas and heat 
ducted from under the boilers through flues to the economizer 
chamber, where they are drawn by the ™duced draf through 
the economizer section, thereby heatmg-withotit fiirth«ir cos

F “, — 

temperature materially reduces the

automatically

preciated.
little, if any, coal to be found in Saskatch- 

There is wood in the
There is very

and probably a little peat.ewan,
northern parts, and a huge pile of straw.

In this province straws of various grains are 
in great piles about the country, and it has often been sug
gested that it would be available for conversion into briquet • 

Before proceeding further, it is necessary, perhaps, 
explain a few terms that will be used. When -coal is throw 

P fire a .portion immediately flashes into flame and 

passes off in the form of vapor and gas. This Portl°" 
commonly called volatile matter. The solid fuel remaining 
is termed coke-it consists largely of carbon nburnable 

material that will not burn. This unbu
refuse that is removeo 

fuel—

lyingnow
another distinctive step in the matter 

set in the rearare

upon a

tains some
portion is the ash, clinker, or f
from the grate or ashpit. These three parts of a 
volatile matter, carbon and ash—are the most impo

in determining the character of the product in » 
manufacture of gas, and in its use for heating boilers, e • 

the coal is converted into gas there are cons 1 
combustible and others which are not.

—the

factors
the water into steam.

smoke stack, and the fans are
to convert
the place of a
controlled by the steam pressure. _ with a

Engine Room.-The engine room is supplied with a 
facilitate the handling and erection of the 

The equipment consists of a 1,684 horse- 
compound engine, directly

When
ents which are ,
instance, hydrogen, carbon-monoxide, marsh ga , 
ethylene are valuable gases, whereas nitrogen, carbon
oxide and oxygen are not so. It is, therefore, possible t

bv the proportion of these gas
lied

and

traveling crane to 
heavy machinery, 
power Robb-Armstrong 

Canadian
Cross
General Electric generator of cor- 

The exciter is operated 
will give better control of

judge the value of any gas
Canadian standard of comparison of coals is ca

the split volatile ratio ; it is based on the formula
Fixed carbon J4 volatile matter

connected to a
Theand efficiency.responding power

direct connected engine, andmrz r, —. —r
,„d teride7 various «he, feature,, ha, a Tirrell regulator It. keep ,h, voltage ,ready. When ,hi, plan,: » » 

operation, the large engine and generator from the 
plant will be installed in the new building, and used 

part of the equipment.Large extensions to the plant are being considered for 
the vear with a view of meeting the rapidly expanding de- tor current in the city. Five new boilers are now -on

Split volatile ratio
Moisture XA volatile matter

According to this standard lignite appears to be less valu
able as we trace it from near the Rocky Mountains ea ^ 
ward. Near Edmonton the split volatile ratio is 2.46, 
Medicine Hat it is 1.96, Estevan 1.80, Souris River i-4"

full
power 
as a

and so on.
Lignite at present does not appear to be a .popular

it to
fuel-

hisA respected friend of mine told me that he gave 
pigs, as they liked to chew it. There is, however, a

told of another farmer in the State
OTder and will shortly be installed.

Mr. A. G. Sangster, electrical engineer, des,£nc 
mechanical and electrical features of the plant. Mr. R. M. 

the architect for the building.

limit

to this use, for I was 
who noticed that his pigs liked it, so he pulverized a <IuaI^ 
tity, which his pigs ate with regrettable -results, for they ® 
died. In the course of this talk 1 hope to show that lignl

Thompson was

is valuable for other rational purposes.
In its raw state, lignite unfortunately contains aboid 

one-third its weight of water. So, in such cases, when 
has to be carried a long distance, one-third of the freig 
charges are .paid for what is not only a useless commodity’ 
but this moisture is a detriment to its use.

( SASKATCHEWAN FUELS AND GAS.*

By R. 0. Wynne-Roberts.

his substitute to- 
notes, I consented

Mr Cleminsha asked me to act as

been very limited for researches and inquiries, but the su - 
iect is sufficiently important to discuss m a rudimentary 
manner to commence with. So, to-night I will endeavor to 
talk on “Saskatchewan Fuel and Gas” ,n language that shall 
be, as far as possible, stripped of technical terms. It is a 
good policy and a desirable thing to utilize local fuel if it 
is economical from a financial point of view. This postulation 
will, no doubt, be accepted by all. According to a report 
published by the Canadian Department of Mines, there are 
about 15,000,coo,000 tons of lignite in this province. The 
population to-day is about 500,000, and if every man, woman 
and child was to consume, say, 10 tons per day there would 
be enough to last for 6,000 years. I express this fact so as

* Paper before Regina Society of Arts and Science, 
March 8th, 1912.

much
water, and this, again, may have a bearing on its use f°
another process, which I shall explain. Lignite, when
posed to the weather, falls into fragments or slack.
is probably due to the evaporation of the moisture conta
in it. If the lignite is stored in dry cellars it not only sla
less badly, but improves in quality. The less moisture^
contains the better it is for heating. Lignite, in the c

defects,
badly-

Many Saskatchewan lignites do not contain so

Thi5
ined

dition which it is usually sold, therefore, has two 
namely, it contains too much moisture, and it slakes 
Many experiments have been made to improve lignit( 
heating purposes, first by removing a portion of the w 
and secondly, by making it into blocks nr briquets. _

In Germany, for instance, lignite, or brown coal,
It has

a ter,

been
been made into briquets with great success, 
found that when this fuel contains about 30 per 
moisture and a suitable amount of tarry mixture, it wi

ofcenl-
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ÇQCe *ent briquets without the use of additional binding 
^position. So moisture has some advantage in this re- 

Vva^Ct’ but in the process of manufacture two-thirds of the 
aboer 15 squeezed out, so it has only 10 per cent., which is 
tionUt equal t0 ordinary coal. In Germany a large propor- 
mtsti°f the People use lignite briquets as their principal do
th,, ÿC . ucl and the industry has grown to be immense. 
on bvn^Cd States of America experiments have been carried 
can h 0 government, and it has been proved that briquets 
to bee,made out of the Poorest fuel, but each kind requires 
Assess,!'63'16*1 m a Particular way- North Dakota lignite 
is a Jit” Slmilaf qualities as Saskatchewan fuel, perhaps it 
ascert-,mG S.Upenor- Experiments have been carried on to 

what can be made of lignites.
16 main reason why lignites

necessary to obtain maximum efficiency, 
burned fuel through the grate was from 6 to 8 per cent., 
which was not excessive, and could be reduced by using 
suitable grates. In these experiments the lignite 
crushed into H in. diameter or smaller. Dakota lignite 
found to be tougher than the
afterwards mixed and run into the pressing machine.

These briquets were tested to see how they would stand 
knocking about and exposure to the weather.

It is stated that lignite briquets can be made for $1.50 
per ton; this does not include the cost of the fuel. Among 
the advantages to be obtained, it is stated that lignite 
briquets give about 50 per cent, more heat than the raw 
material ; they will stand handling, and will resist weather
ing much better than the raw fuel. There would be 
ing of about 20 per cent, on the freight charges.

Lignite can be made into gas. There are two ways of 
doing this, namely, by means of the ordinary gas-works 
plant, and also by means of producers.

Prof. Babcock, of the North Dakota University, carried 
out interesting experiments in connection with making 
He had a small plant consisting of a retort bench, con
densers, scrubbers, washers, purifiers and holder, 
were constructed for the special purpose of seeing what 
could be done with lignite.

In an ordinary gas-works, the real is placed in a fire
clay retort, which it like a pipe with one end closed up and 
the other connected to a pipe to take away the gas. When 
the retort is sufficiently full a lid is fastened on and no air 
is admitted. The retort is built in brickwork over a furnace 
which is heated to a temperature of about 2,200 deg. Fahr. 
The coal is burned in the hermetically sealed pipe and the 
smoke has to force its way up through the ascension pipe 
to the various parts of the work. This, of course, is a very 
simple description of a gas-making process ; it is much 
more scientific and technical, but for our present purposes 
I am eliminating everything which might tend to make the 
process difficult to understand.

When Prof. Babcock was experimenting with lignite he 
found that it was not necessary to maintain such a high heat, 
he found 1,200 to 1,400 deg. Fahr. to be ample, so less fuel is 
required to fire the retort. The smoke that is discharged 
consists of tar, vapor, and gas. The tar and vapor are re
moved by means of condensers, scrubbers and washers. The 
gas is purified by means of lime and other materials, and 
then it was passed into the holder for use. It was found 
that the unpurified gas had about two-thirds the value of 
good coal gas, but when it was purified it was three-quarters 
as good. Tar and ammonia was also obtained and about 
half a ton of coke. The gas burned in an ordinary burner 
without smoking, and could be used like ordinary coal gas, 
but a greater quantity had to be used to get the same re
sult. One ton of lignite yielded about 11,000 cubic feet of 
gas, which is about the same as with good gas coal.

The coke obtained, however, was not suitable for use 
in its ordinary condition, so Mr. Babcock made briquets of 
it by mixing pitch with it and passing the mixture through 
a machine. These briquets gave results equal to anthracite 
which I consider excellent.

With gas producers, air is admitted, so the gas is not 
of the same quality as when it is made in ordinary gas
works plant. In the suction producer, after a fire has been 
kindled and the engine started the suction of the engine 
causes enough gas to be generated as is required, but as 
lignite has not yet been used to any great extent I will not 
dwell on this class of producer longer.

The loss of un-

was
was

It was then dried andrest.
In

in are not found to answer 
gratfes ar/n S*°yes> or under steam boilers, is because the 
containj n0t designed for that
a high'proZÎ6'"’ b*? \l0W PerCentage of fixed «rbon, and

*• * *• -

j 18 often too feeble.
Us'ng lignifprSf PlaCe’ We wiI1 see what has been achieved bv 
°f 250 horse-p^Vh3™ " There «e a number
'n conneniL ! b0,lers- sterling water tube type, installed 
?.f these boilej ^ Wllhston im'gati<m scheme, and one 
',(rnite as fUe] ? SCt aSlde for Practical experiments with 
> bUiit U A SpeClal furnace of a semi-producer type 
‘nto gas' g”'te Was fed onto the grate and there converted 

anther , 6 g3s then Passed through
mosVW qUantity of hot air was mixed with it, 

?as then he gaseous combustible was burned. The 
itS Wav om°rke1 3b0Ut the tubes and heated the water, on 
“eated f J * also heated the air tubes, where the air was
and -, !e furnace. The fire grate had rooking bars

't> of cold air was admitted under the grate 
prevent clinker from fusing 

are many interesting points which could 
m to, but I am omitting them.
, e, and it was found that the combination of boilers 

CQa<:e gave good results with North Dakota lignite.
58 Per CpU d be made with fuel efficiency of 55 per cent, to
e*Peri6nc T\^\ heat in the coal, and no difficulty was
resultq F, ’n obtaining the full capacity of

obtained 
age Plant

ordinar a sav-

Lignite, besidespurpose.

ordin
to be too flashy, and the

gas.

These

a combustion

bnarS t0 ke 
nt° them
.! ««nJ

eP them cool and to 
There

tvere
3nd fu 
Steam

Continuous tests

the boiler. The 
compared very favorably with those in 

when the heat available to the boiler is
av6r
side con-red.

Suets 1CI" Way of using lignites is by making them into
vety g, ' The development of briquet manufacture has been
be]<is during the last few years. On the important coal
Stateg 0llth Wales, in England, Germany, and the United
^ilized W'1Ste fuel, amounting to millions of tons, has been
l° the 1,1 tb*s mariner, with profit to the capitalists and
Carr;e<j 0rnmunities. The United States Bureau of Mines
3 Germ Ut a ^ar-ge number of experiments. They installed
^ans Machine, designed to make briquets solely by
squarP :° high pressure of 14,000 to 28,000 pounds per
% Whir?' This 
>t thr h,cb the press may be described as a square pipe, 

crushed lignite is placed and a plunger forces 
h , The pipe tapers at the middle and the lignite,

6 ,„:rced
s akota _itiK smoothed by the heated sides. Lignites from 

^■Ples ( 0(ber States were experimented upon. Some 
factor °Tu /ound t0 be incapable of being made into 
el 6Fs Proy r'quets without some binding material, whilst 
jJ^Ons arr°d lo be all that could be desired. The con- 

iva^'led rea^'i]Cd at by the authorities were, that lignite 
c°nsurnç^ ' made a hot fire, and burned freely until it 

Little shaking or poking of the fire was

was reduced in size and was

5 -o



its name implies, is not de-The pressure producer, as
engine for draught, but air is forced in.pendent on the _ .

These producers are simply cylinders lined with fire brick, 
into which air and steam is admitted in suitable quantities, 

has been passed through scrubbers andand after the gas 
washers to take out the tar, it is passed into a holder for

; j and when required.
Many experiments have been made with lignite for gas

making with this type of producer. A 250 horse-power gas 
producer of this type was installed by the United States 
Bureau of Mines, and it will -be interesting to note what 

_ barke horse-power gas engine was worked 
connected by belting to a 200 kw. electric gen-

use as

done. A 235was 
and this was
era tor. , ,

North Dakota, Texas, California, and other llgnltei’ 
were tried and a large number of ordinary coals I shall 
take the results obtained with Pennsylvania coals for the 
purpose of comparison. With Dakota lignite they experi
enced no difficulty in keeping up full load, and they oun 
that the gas had a calorific value equal to about one-fourth 
of ordinary coal-gas, that is, it had H5 to 164 B.t.u. per

satisfactory, and they 
than that obtained

Texas lignite was verycubic foot, 
found that the heat value was greater
from ordinary coal.

The quantity of lignite used per 
was as follows :
North Dakota lignite .............................
Texas lignite .............................................
California lignite .......................................
Pennsylvania coal .....................................

electric horse-power

to 2.20 lbs.1.70
.1.39 to 1.99 “ '
2.06 
.1.01 to 1.50 “

consumed per electric horse-powerThe quantity of gas
was :—
Dakota lignite ■ • 
Texas lignite • • • 
California lignite 
Pennsylvania coal

.77.8 to 87.2 cubic feet 
81.3 to 84.8 “ “
87.7
81.5 to 103.4

The'calorific value of the gas
6470 to 7830 B.t.u. per. 
7130 to 8100 “
8310 to 13540 “

was :—
lb. of dry fuelDakota 

T exas.
Pennsylvania

Generally speaking, lignite used by means of gas pro
if used with steam boilersducers gave 2% times the power

Furthermore, the experiments showed thatand engines.
low-grade North Dakota lignite developed as much power 
when converted into gas as did the best Virginia bituminous 
coal when utilized under steam boilers.

Expressing the results in another way, the efficiency of 
the electric horse-power, madethe entire plant, based on 

commercially available and the fuel consumed was .
9.2 to 12.7% 
9.9 to 11.9% 

I 1.1 to 14.3 %

Dakota lignite
Texas lignite -----
Ohio coal ............
Pennsylvania coal 10.8 to 15.0%

So, it will be seen that North Dakota lignite, which is 
relative of Saskatchewan lignite, gave exceedinglya near

good results when converted into producer gas.
There is another type of producer, namely, the down- 

draft, but this will not permit me continuing the discussion. 
I may state, however, that the air is admitted at the top 
and not at the bottom, as in the other producers, and this
is for the purpose of burning the tar.

On the basis of the tests made, it will be interesting 
to note the difference in the various gases made by pro
ducers and ordinary gas plant.

Good bituminous coal will yield about 11,000 cubic feet 
of gas, and almost 1,500 pounds of coke, besides tar and 
ammonia ; the calorific value of the gas is about 650 B.t.u. 
per cubic foot.
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converted into producer fU5 
and ammo11'3" 

B.t.u. Per

Ordinary bituminous coal 
will yield about 120,000 cubic feet, some tar 
and the calorific value of the gas is about 150
cubic foot.

Lignite will yield about 11,000 cubic feet of gas, so®® 
tar and ammania, and half a ton of coke, which can 
made into briquets. The calorific value of the gas is a
500 B.t.u.

Lignite converted into producer gas will yield a 
70,000 cubic feet, some tar and ammonia. The cal° 
value of the gas is about 160 B.t.u. per cubic foot.

Some authorities are sanguine enough to state that^ 
the near future producer gas will be supplied for all

incredible. Mr. D. B. U

bout

at such a rate that might seem
ling, of the Canadian Geological Survey, in a paper ^ 
before the Canadian Mining Institute, wrote : “A town 
the west supplied with lignite at from $3-oo to ^'°°jieat 
ton should have a producer gas plant to use lignite— 
the houses with gas at ten cents per 1,000, use the 
engine for electric lighting and water supply and m”, t 
the factories by the same means of producing power. ^ 

not at present in a position to express opinions on 
phase of the subject, but that lignite can be used for 
purposes cannot be gainsaid. Producer gas will red^ 
larger mains to carry it and larger fittings to consUI^are- 
than with ordinary coal gas, but when this matter is 
fully gone into it may be possible to find compensa 
factors.

read

variou5am
«ire

tor 1

ofIn conclusion, what will be the advantages 
lignite in the various forms mentioned to-night ? _ (U

excellent attract!011
to 0Cheap gas would constitute an 

manufacturers ; it would also be a great convenience ^ 
Lignite briquets would be cheaper than f 

other form of fuel, and would be found satisfactory if P ^ 
Lignite gas would reduce the sn 

industrial <
drylDg’

womenfolk.

grates were used.
nuisance. It would be handy for various 
lions—annealing, japanning, soldering, brazing, 
evaporating, for stoves, boilers, bakers’ ovens, etc. 
ducer gas is being largely used for brick, lime and ce^otre 
kilns ; gas can be so easily distributed from any ^ 
and to any part. Twelve per cent, of the producers s 
United States are operated with lignite. As natura j.e 
cannot be duplicated by any known process, we should 
the best possible use of our natural resources of »

Producer gas can be made from wood, sawdust> eI)
and .
exceP11

pro-
en1

bark, straw, hay, corn-cobs, and corn-stalks, 
leather scraps, but of course these fuels, with the
of wood and sawdust, are not vet in extensive use.

The quantity of lignite mined in Saskatchewan ar
to increase with the population ; for instance in

Tons
lignite mined. 

20,000 
44,900 

170,582 
200,000

Population.
40,520 
90,564 

257.763 
500,000

I wish it to be clearly understood that the remar*'s 5o 
to-night are exceedingly rudimentary. The subj111 ,55ioi’ 
full of technicalities that it is difficult to give exP 
to the essential facts without introducing terms ’^iC 
require more time to explain than is available this ^ d6- 
I hope, however, that what has been said will cre^rflaV°1' 
sire on behalf of the public for more and fuller 111 t0
and details. I understand that the government l,r<11 
make a full investigation into this most imPortant 
and it can be safely said that there is ampl® 
original experiments and tests.

1891 
1901 
1906 
1911.

ut>(ab°
m^e
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HARBORS ON THE PACIFIC.

The opening of the Panama Canal will herald the 
dawn of a new era for the west coast of the American 
continent. A great impetus will be given to the develop
ment of the mineral and agricultural resources ; in the 
increased facilities available for marketing products at 
the great trading places of Europe. The United States 
recognized the necessity of providing means of trans
portation for the rapidly developing Western States 
additional to the transcontinental railway systems in 
operation now. The completion of the Panama Canal 
will be the initial realization of the satisfaction of the 
demand for a shortened and cheaper route to the eastern 
United States and the European markets.

The United States, appreciating the consequent 
necessity for adequate shipping facilities as a result of 
the completion of the canal, are now spending millions 
of dollars in deepening, enlarging and constructing their 
harbors on the Pacific coast, so that when the new water
way is ready immediate benefits may be received from 
its use.

The Canadian Government have been slow to per
ceive the necessity of immediate action, if Western Can
ada is to share in the new markets opened by the canal. 
We are glad to see that they are awakening, however. 
The report of the Government engineer, Mr. L. Coste, 
on Victoria harbor has just been published. An abstract 
of the report will be found in this issue of The Canadian 
Engineer. Mr. Coste recommends a very extensive pro
gramme for the development of Victoria harbor, a pro
gramme which, if followed, will place the city in a most 
enviable position for handling its share of the vast traffic 
which will develop in our Canadian West.

The Government must take steps to follow up the 
report with prompt action. Every day this work is de
layed means increased strength to the American harbors 
on the Pacific coast. Once the lines of traffic have been 
laid, it becomes increasingly difficult to change them. 
To develop our Western provinces and to receive the 
maximum benefit from the new avenues of transportation, 
we must spare no exertion. Our harbors on the Pacific 
coast demand immediate attention if our share of the 
new prosperity is to be received.

COLUMN DESIGN.

The subject of column design is a very important 
one, not only from the point of view of safety, but also 
in the necessity for securing maximum efficiency in 
labor and material for the manufacturer. In this issue 
of The Canadian Engineer appears an article, entitled 

Notes on Column Design. ” In our opinion the plea 
of the writer for uniformity in column formulae is well 
justified. An examination of the formulae in common 
use shows that the majority of designers are not so far 
apart as is generally supposed. The most commonly 
employed formula at the present time is that which has 
been made popular by the American Railway Engineering 
Association. This conforms tolerably closely to the actual 
results of tests, and with the extensively used formula 
of the New York Building Code. The former, and cer
tain formulae giving similar values, have been justly 
criticized on the ground of their severity for columns 
having high values of slenderness ratio.

The remark of the writer concerning the necessity 
for careful provision for extra amount of flexure in long 
columns while pertinent, should not be followed to the
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the short route to the coast, introducing the traveller to 
the developed eastern British Columbia instead of as at 
present to picturesque mountain scenery as a part of a 
lengthy journey. The improved shipping facilities shoul 
immediately increase the silver-lead and zinc shipments 
from the Slocan district.

There is no doubt that better railway facilities m 
British Columbia, combined with the improvement of 
the harbors and the opening of the Panama Canal, will 

tremendous influx of capital with the consequent 
development of the rich resources of the province.

Experimental investigations have shown that 
the allowable stress on steel columns depends quite as 
much on the make-up of the section as on the slenderness 
ratio, and that a short column will not necessarily carry 
a greater load in pounds per square inch than a column 
of considerably greater slenderness ratio. It might be 
remarked that a careful study of actual full-size column 
tests, made by the engineer members of the Citizens’ 
Committee on the revision of the Toronto Building 
By-law, showed that a formula very closely approxi
mating that of the New York Building Code fitted the 
results of tests better than any other, and a working 
formula was, therefore, proposed which does not differ 
materially from that formula.

While the practice as followed by the writer, of 
distinguishing the dead loads and live loads in column 
design has had very extensive following, it is both in
convenient and liable to lead to trouble. Modern speci
fications almost universally proportion for dead load and 
live load by the same formula, making proper allowance 
for the trying character of the live load by means of an 
impact formula. The actual simplification of design thus 
effected is of some importance.

In structural practice on this side of the water, shd- 
not popular. There is no very

extreme.

cause a

THE FAMINE IN CHINA.

There is a bad famine in China and immediate relief 
Canada, we know will be among the firstis necessary.

nations to give much needed assistance. A national move
ment is being inaugurated and money, wheat and flour 
will be dispatched to the responsible international com
mittee in China, who will see to its proper distribution- 
The Canadian railways have promised to help, the leading 
Canadian milling companies will, if required, grind when 
at cost for shipment to China. Prominent citizens through" 
out the country will co-operate, and we must have the 
help and financial assistance of the Dominion Gov 
ernment. Talk is frequent regarding the bonds whic 
exist between nations. Here is an opportunity for us to 
prove that the talk has a practical and sympathetic phase- 
From the humane viewpoint, there should be no hesitancy 
in sending a ship load of wheat, flour, and funds 
national gift from Canada to the famine-stricken Chinese

Aside from the duty, which is apparent, there are 
many other good reasons for such action. First, we n 
the friendship of every nation we can secure. 
Oriental labor problem has yet to be solved, and 
be easier to negotiate with an ally. Again, there mu ^ 
removed from the average Chinese mind the impress! 
that there is only an “America.” We should tell t^ 
Chinese as a nation that on the North American contint^ 
is the great Dominion of Canada, rich in natural r 
sources, and whenever occasion arises, wealthy in P 
tical sympathy.

ing factors of safety are 
good reason why the proper factor of safety for all.values 
of the slenderness ratio cannot be contained in the 
working formula, and such is the almost universal prac
tice at the present time.

The above comments on this paper are not made in 
a critical spirit, for the work done and the conclusions 
arrived at deserve a good deal of attention at the hands 
of engineers. There is no question that a standard 
formula for column design (that of the American Railway- 
Engineering Association, or a similar one) would be of 
great benefit to the designing engineer and the 
facturer. We are glad that the writer has presented his 
thoughts so clearly in this excellent paper, and we hope 
that some discussion will arise as a result.

eedmanu-

it wiH
st be

THE RAILWAYS IN BRITISH COLUMBIA.

A vast prospect opens up in British Columbia as the 
result of the programme outlined in the Provincial Legis
lature for railway development. Legislation recently 
enacted provides for the closing link in the new route 
between the Kootenay and the coast by granting a cash 
bonus of $10,000 per mile for the continuation of the 
Kettle River line from Coldwater Junction to Hope. This 
joins up with the present boundary branch of the Cana
dian Pacific Railway to Coldwater by the line now under 
construction from Midway westward and from Penticton 
eastward. This new route will provide a far shorter and 
better location than the main line, with the advantage 
of easier grades.

The Provincial Government also announce the pro
jected acquisition by the Canadian Pacific Railway of the 
former Great Northern right-of-way in the Kootenay 
Lake basin of the Slocan. The Canadian Pacific Railway 
will take over the right-of-way from the syndicate of 
Kaslo citizens, which took it, with Government backing, 
from the Great Northern last year. Under the new man
agement the line will be re-built to standard gauge and 
joined to the Canadian Pacific Railway’s Slocan system.

The above announcements, when crystallized in 
action, will have a great effect in developing the latent 

of British Columbia, as well as in the case of

another
dipl°'
Great

The suggested action by Canada would have 
important bearing. Despite what is said by many 
mats, the Far Eastern situation in its relation to 
Britain and the Empire is by no means removed from 
danger zone. The contribution to China, by the prlIlC ^ 
of the overseas empires should prove of considerab ^e0 
sistance in the future conduct of Empire diplomacy- g5, 
there is the awakening of China to the imperative n 
sity of the application of modern science to nationa ^ 
The floods are the cause of the present famine. 
have proved a national disaster in China time and - p^t0„ 
Engineering skill would mitigate, if not abolish 
gether, this devastation. Engineering skill won 
prove the present unsanitary conditions existing 10 
parts of China and which, with the floods, are resp°° , 
for large loss of life. Canadian engineers can take 
share of that work in China.

Here then is a worthy appeal to the people ° ^ject 
ada.. Immediate action is necessary. With that 
in view, organization and national committees arc 
formed, the membership of which will probably 
known in a few hours.

im-
af>y
ible

theit
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ciatorv ’7-In 7our issue of March yth I note an appre- 
by L ,^'torial respecting the report on Water Powers 
^filmic ^n'S ar,d A. V. White, recently issued by the 

Yo(:- <^onservat*on-
Question Ray : “There is one feature of the conservation 
lhe abso'l 10Wevcr> which is lost sight of, and that is 
ec0r>orny UtfC necsssity of securing the highest possible 

Ollr ° Water in all water power developments,” etc. 
a$ illustr rf^°rt not oniy shows the wasteful use of head, 
''cidition ' * '■* ^y conditions at Niagara 
P°ssibl€ u^°lnts 11 ^ the necessity for pri

3l'- p ' a the power that may be made available 
This •" ?,ar Water power site.
“The' n >roilSht out on page 12 as follows :—

^ asicj^, f* Sulations respecting waters which are to le 
.rarned as (0l development of power should be so 
—s and on 'C<R’'re that the preliminary installation of 

j c Waters , ^0r main works necessary for the control of 
ak^^Pmcnt^ fmade w't*1 rc^crence to the possible future 
of C‘. for €y ° '*1C water-power that may be avail- 
lot ^'c*ding TXa,nPl<‘, suppose a certain waterfall is capable 

t° A. fp,.0;000 horse-power. If development rights
2,000 horse-power, to R. for 1,000 horse-

but, in 
for the

any

are

EDITORIAL COMMENT.

The annual report of the Temiskaming and Northern 
ntario Railway has recently been presented to the On

tario Legislature, and shows a gratifying increase in the 
total net earnings for the year. The net earnings have 
mcreased from $436,130.31 for 1910 to $593,152.69 for 

111 °r an increase of about five per cent. The operat- 
cxpienses have decreased in percentage from 73.2 to 

4- An appendix to the report is a report from En- 
Ellis, who states that the mouth of the Moose 

r> on the James Bay, provides the only possible site 
a harbor. He adds the opinion that the cost of 

axing the roadstead available for vessels of reasonable 
raught might not be prohibitive.

ing
66.
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An inkling of the country’s railroad needs is gath- 
from the statement of Vice-President Bury, of the 

oadian Pacific Railway, that the company may spend, 
rtvh $60,000,000 on an entirely new line of railway

in .recent1}' emphasized the importance of mixed farm- 
s in Western Canada as a part solution of the crop 

will e/nent problem. The growing of wheat, however, 
far -°r many years keep ahead of the cult of mixed 
w< lnR- We cannot tell the Western grower to stop 
te . Production until railroad mileage, waterways and 
rathe^ ^ac^'t'es overtake him. Material and labor, 
ThiCr t*1an money, appear to be the railroads’ trouble. 
We ma*<es important the work of immigration. In turn, 
have^u1 remember that railroad labor to-day may not 
need f € Same employment to-morrow. While there is 
track- °r caut‘on in new tranportation plans, the double 
t0 th'a| the Canadian Pacific Railway from Winnipeg 
to ]\,j v^oific coast appears to be a necessity. According 
ment ,tiury’s various calculations, based on the develop- 
P°rtio° ad t*1e railways in Western Canada and a pro- 
the c nate growth of the country, only 40 per cent, of 
year um ^ moved by the close of navigation this 
trann 11a *s a problem upon which our governments and 

ation authorities may well concentrate effort.

prairies to the Pacific coast. It was Mr. Bury

letters to the editor.

Water Powers of Canada.

power, and to C. for, say, 1,000 horse-power., and A., 
B. and C. are allowed to design and construct their 
respective works irrespective of each other, or of the 
possible development of the remaining 6,000 horse
power, then it will probably become quite impracticable 
to get anything like the remaining 6,000 horse-power 
because of the damage that would be caused to the 
plants of A., B. and C. On the other hand, if preliminary 
works were constructed with a view to utilizing any 
amount of power up to the full 10,000 horse-power, as 
occasion demanded, no such contingency as has been 
supposed could well arise. ”

James White,
Secretary Commission of Conservation.

Lethbridge Sewage Disposal Works.

The Editor :
Sir,—We have read the very interesting account of 

the new works in course of completion at the above, de
signed by Mr. Aird Murray, and described in your issue 
of February 1st, and as makers of the sprinklers and 
other fittings for the filters and tanks, we would like to 
add a few lines regarding these sprinklers, which we 
think would be of interest to your readers.

The three percolating filters are to be worked by our 
Patent Airlock “Cresset” Revolving Distributor with 
Canadian Patent Roof Support. The stationary centre 
column is extended to form what might be described as 
the tent pole, which extends to the apex of the roof, 
where the girders converge and are bolted to the lugs on 
the centre cap. The body of the sprinkler is so built 
that, by removing adjustable wedges, the double flanged 
piece in the column can be taken out ; this action releases 
the weight on the ball bearings, so that they may be got 
at, cleaned and replaced without dismantling the whole 
of the sprinkler and consequently the roof.

Another valuable advantage which the “Cresset” 
has over all other makes is its lack of friction when in 
work owing to the airlock seal. This seal enables the 
apparatus to revolve with so small a head as 9-inch, and 
deliver almost any variation in volume required.

We are issuing a new pamphlet, wherein the 
chanism of this apparatus is specified, and shall lie 
pleased to send same to any of your readers on applica
tion. Yours obediently,

me-

Adams-Hydraulics, Limited.

An interesting bill has been introduced by the At
torney-General of Saskatchewan. The measure provides 
for the appointment of a Fire Commissioner, whose fore
most duty shall be to investigate the origin and circum
stances in general connected with every fire which is 
believed to have been caused by incendiarism or negli
gence. He may issue subpoenas for the attendance of 
witnesses at such investigations. Deputies will be ap
pointed throughout the province to furnish the Fire Com
missioner with reports on every fire occurring in the 
various municipalities, where the damage is in excess 
of $100. They shall also advise him of any suspicious 
circumstances, and he will then be in a position to insti
tute an investigation. This is most desirable legislation. 
Manitoba already has a fire commissioner, and Sas
katchewan will likely be the next province. Ontario has 
discussed the matter for many years, but seems little 
nearer an actual appointment. With an annual fire waste 
in Canada of more than $20,000,000, every province can 
well afford to employ a fire marshal or commissioner.
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(io) Powers of the Engineer, 
(n) Estimates and Payments.
(12) Security.
(13) Instructions to Bidders.

THE PRINCIPLES OF SPECIFICATION AND 
AGREEMENT WRITING.

By C. R. Young, A.M. Can. Soc. C.E.

(Registered in accordance with the Copyright Act.) (1) Definition of Terms.—The terms which require 
to be defined in the “General Clauses” of the specifi" 
cations are principally those referring to the contracting 
parties or their representatives, technical terms presum
ably having been defined in the specific clauses. 1 hu5> 
the word “Contractor” might be interpreted by an in
spector to mean either the general contractor or a sub
contractor, unless the particular one meant is explain6 
in the specifications. “Corporation” might, unless li®' 
ited in its application, refer to a contracting municipa1 
corporation or to the private corporation with which 1 

If there were more than one municipal c°r-

Fifth Article.

GENERAL CLAUSES—Continued.

The general clauses of the specifications differ from 
the specific clauses in that they refer to the general office 
and field relations of the parties rather than to particular 
operations or details. Where specific regulations are in
serted in the general clauses they refer to matters which 
do not directly enter into the construction of the work 
but are preliminary or relative to the project. Provisions 
of this sort would concern such matters as instructions 
to bidders, security or payment to the Contractor.

contracts.
poration involved in the contract, it might refer to any 
one of them. “Company,” “Board,” “Commissioners 
or any such bodies having mention in the specification5 
should for the convenience of those whose duty it is Kj 
enforce the contract be defined in the specifications an 
not merely in the agreement, which, indeed, they may 
never have occasion to examine. So many engineer5 
are associated with a work of any magnitude that th 
word “Engineer” should be clearly defined. It mig1 
mean the Owner’s engineer, any consulting engineer.wh° 
might be retained for special services, a resident engine6 
or the Contractor’s engineer. Definiteness is, therefore- 
imperative in this matter. “Inspector” should be define 
so that, for example, any municipal councillor w 
chooses cannot hand out instructions to a Contract0 
under the pretext of being a special inspector.

There is some difference of opinion as to which of 
the general provisions of the contract should be incor
porated in the specifications under the head of General 
Clauses” and which should be reserved for the agree- 

It is the writer’s opinion that the division shouldment.
be made on the basis of the uses to which the written 

The engineering staff, with thecontract will be put. 
exception of the chief engineer or engineer in full charge 
of the project for the Owner, seldom requires to consult 
those stipulations concerning the legal or business re
sponsibilities assumed by the Contractor, but any assist
ant engineer or inspector may require to inform himself 
respecting any feature of the construction of the work, 
the payments to be made for it, the direction of field 
operations, or, in fine, any provision defining the duties 
and authority of the Contractor or the representatives of 
the Owner on the work. For this reason, it would ap- 

that all those clauses which concern the normal

of(2) Contractor’s Undertaking. -— This description
what is to be undertaken by the Contractor does
refer, except perhaps indirectly, to the extent or
acter of the work which is to be finally delivered up
the Owner, but rather to those things which the
tractor must furnish in order that work of the kind r
quired by the Owner may be secured. He must Pr0'^e
all material, labor, tools and appliances necessary to
completion of the work in accordance with the inten 1 ^

It is also advisable to state that the prrices

pot
char-

pear
working of the contract, including such incidents as 
charges, extras or defective work should go in the speci
fications while clauses referring to legal or business re
sponsibilities or to abnormal happenings, such as for
feiture of the contract or settlement of disputes, and 
with which only the original contracting parties and the 
chief engineer would have to deal, should be placed in 
the agreement. The specifications then become purely 
a code of working rules for those who may have to do 
with the actual prosecution of the work or design or 
construction, while the agreement becomes a document 
to which reference need be made only in case of serious 
disputes, unusual situations or the final settlement.

of the contract.
vision of all these things is to be covered by the p 
named by the Contractor in his tender, and that no 
ther remuneration may be claimed under this head. j 

(3) Plans and Specifications.—The necessary gCIlC'(^ 
provisions relating to plans and specifications may 
grouped roughly under the divisions of interprétât) ’ 
conformity on the part of the Contractor, response1 
for accuracy and feasibility. ^

The engineer, as the author of the plans and sp6^ 
fications, should have the right of interpreting them, ^ 
he should know, better than anyone else, precisely vV ajj 

. To him should be referred for ruling5

fur-

ci-

Of such great variety are the matters treated in the 
“General Clauses" of the specifications that it is im
practicable to mention here more than a part of those 
which frequently find a place in specifications. The 
subjects which might advisedly be covered in the “Gen
eral Clauses” of the specifications forming a part of a 
typical construction contract, and following the relation
ship between the specifications and the agreement out
lined above, would be as follows :

(1) Definition of Terms.
(2) Contractor’s Undertaking.
(3) Plans and Specifications.
(4) Character of Work.
(5) Inspection.
(6) Conduct of Work.
(7) Alterations.
(8) Extra Work.
(9) Duration of Contract.

was meant
questions of conflicting and erroneous statements, w !‘"t)1is 
of graphical or written character. In decisions o ^ 
sort, it is obvious that the judgments of the eng , 
should be in strict conformity with the true spirit, j11 ;s 
ing and intention of the contract as a whole, and ^ ^ 
the universal custom to specify that this broad 
the contract shall prevail. Errors and omissions m P {0 
or specifications should therefore not be aH°we riy 
justify the Contractor in furnishing less than was ( 
contemplated in the contract, and he should be ‘ .fl, 
upon to perform all work which may reasonably tj,e
ferred as necessary for the complete fulfilment y, 
spirit of the contract, although certain requirement5 
through oversight, not have been stated. In 
such a ruling it would manifestly be dishonest 0



engineer to cover up his own carelessness or ignorance 
requiring the provision of things which could not be 

read into the contract by any fair-minded person.

th adherence to plans and specifications and to
lnterpretations placed upon them by the engineer 

ou d be required in the contract. This is, of course, 
^resupp0secj jn tke undertaking of the work by the Con- 
^ 0r) but it is nevertheless not amiss to point out in 
■ £e?e.ral clauses of the specifications that he will be

, rigidly to the written requirements and that he 
d in no case count upon the leniency of the engineer 

e easmg him from an onerous obligation. 
Responsibility for accuracy of plans and specifica

tes, in general, with the party who made them. 
w°rk is done in accordance with the detailed in-

by

in

tons 
R the 
structi 
neous.ons of the engineer and these are found to be erro- 

the Contractor is not liable, unless perhaps he 
on .cntered into the absurd agreement to guarantee the 
p ® neer’s plans and specifications. If the Contractor pre- 

s the detail plans, he, in this case, must assume thesrsibm*
had

Approval of these plans by the engineer 
Sn_ .„not release him, and it is generally so stated in the
^‘"cations.

ant feasibility of a proposed scheme is in effect guar- 
re by the party who proposes it. If the engineer 
man rCS 3 c°fferdam to be constructed in a certain 
t[le er ar*d it fails, his principal, the Owner, must bear 
C0nteXpense °f the failure. If, on the other hand, the 
the ract°r had put forward the proposal, even though 
prote”^*neer ^a<î allowed the work to proceed without 
the ’.the Contractor is responsible. Sometimes, also, 
tracto ^lneer accepts an entire scheme proposed by a Con- 
rnach'r’ SUch as the finishing of new or special materials, 
reaSo'nery 0r devices, and since the Contractor is by 
tfie n his special experience better acquainted than 
he D ^lneer with the nature and performance of what
cation°sP°Ses

Part of’
to supply, the former may, by the specifi- 

he required to guarantee the workability of that 
the construction or equipment provided by him.

ir^ Character of Work.—Apart from the descrip- 
of w tie specific clauses of the specification of the kind 
chara required in each class, it is well to cover the
to e$. of all work in a general way, and in addition
tdaiatai *Sa t*1€ conditions which must be instituted and 
Worh hy the Contractor as an essential of good

6 should be required not only to deliver up to 
n<‘r in the completed structure the best materials 

manship customarily obtainable, but he should 
upon to provide labor, tools and appliances of 
; necessary for the performance of work of this 

^efecti^Ulre<h It should further be stipulated that all 
*-he ex xv°rk must be removed and made good at 
krant(.(j nsP" the Contractor before final approval is 
this S|lQ hhe possible refusal of the Contractor to do 

re he anticipated by a provision that the Owner 
ariy rn0n°'e Such work himself and deduct the cost from • 

. c>s due the Contractor.
^Ust p,e ^nsPection.—The fullest privileges of inspection 

Placec|r^td'nec^ hy the Owner if entire confidence is to 
^ rern,:. '•he work. To this end the Contractor should

hon

the Ow
;ind
be w°rk
a LCalled 
a>ar 
C*9Ss 3cter

may

«liqui ^ vvvjin.. i u 11ii.s ciiu mu VvUinrauLur siivuiu
Sampies „ to furnish to the selection of the inspector 

al'" ‘ ' cement, sand, gravel, steel, and all other
acquiring laboratory examination. Sometimes,
•nspection 

called 
as well. "

Cotitr the -

S2Vth 'V°rh \\S| -VCII‘ * field " spcction, the right of opening 
6 Qtynç. 1lch has been :>vercd should l>e secured to 

ach Wor]^ °r his engineer, but if investigation shows 
to have been in accordance with the contract,

of structural steel at the mills, the 
Don to provide the necessary testing

the Owner should be required to pay for the cost of the 
opening up. No materials should be allowed in the work 
which have not had the final approval of the inspector 
before use. Cement, for example, might be thoroughly 
satisfactory as tested at the mills or as disclosed by 
samples taken from the cars, but due to careless handling 
or storage might be seriously impaired by the time it 
was incorporated in the work. It is a safe rule to specify, 
in addition, that all condemned material shall be imme
diately removed from the site of the work. If allowed 
to remain, it is surprising how readily it finds its way 
into the structure.

Many times in the experience of every engineer there 
arises the embarrasing situation where imperfect work 
has been approved by an inspector, or while, perhaps, 
not definitely approved, has been allowed to be put in 
without protest. In such circumstances the Contractor 
very naturally takes the position that the work has been 
done to the satisfaction of the engineer, or to that of 
his representative, and, therefore, ought not to be re
placed. Such an attitude on the part of the Contractor 
is indefensible, for the reason that conformity with the 
contract is the standard of acceptance, and if it can be 
shown at any time before final approval of the work and 
the taking over of it by the Owner, that the work is 
not in accordance with the contract, the Owner may 
require the Contractor to make such alterations as may 
put it in a condition to satisfy the demands of that in
strument. Approval of defective work through oversight 
or failure to point out faulty construction during its 
execution does not relieve the Contractor of the respon
sibility of providing at the close of the work precisely 
what the Owner called for in the contract.

(6) Conduct of Work.—Although, broadly speak
ing, the engineer is interested only in the character and 
acceptability of the completed work, he should retain 
sufficient powers over the Contractor’s operations to not 
only ensure safety, speed and freedom from disputes 
during construction, but also to require reasonable assur
ance that the methods of the Contractor will result in 
ultimate success. At the outset, full protection of the 
public from accident by means of fences, barriers, cov
ered passageways and lights should be demanded, and 
if reasonable safeguards for the Contractors own em
ployés are not required, they at least should be required 
for the employés of other Contractors and for the repre
sentatives of the Owner. In addition, the stakes, hubs 
and marks placed by the engineer or his assistants should 
be the objects of protection. Work should be allowed 
to commence only at such places and times as may be 
mentioned in instructions from the engineer, and the 
order of prosecution of the work should be under his 
control. Only in this way would it be possible to have 
one Contractor conform to the needs of another arid to 
the exigencies of the whole constructional scheme. 
Direction of the Contractor’s forces should be in the 
hands of a competent and responsible foreman, satisfac
tory to the engineer. Whatever the character of the 
foreman may be, however, he should be constituted the 
official representative of the Contractor in the absence 
of the latter, and, therefore, qualified to receive instruc
tions from the engineer. Otherwise, an unwilling Con
tractor might make it exceedingly difficult to deliver dis
concerting instructions. In order that completion on time 
may be facilitated and the engineer’s arrangements as 
a whole safeguarded, he should have the right to order 
an increase of the Contractor’s force if thought neces
sary, and if the character of the Contractor’s employés 
is objectionable and not suitable for the performance of 
the class of work required by the contract, the engine'-••
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The Contractorlitigation than the question of extras, 

who has bid too low endeavors to the utmost of his 
ability to establish claims for extras in the effort to ex
tricate himself from imminent financial loss. As a sort

in his tender the

should be in a position to order their replacement by 
acceptable men. Order at all times should be obtainable 
upon direction of the engineer, and the Contractor should 
be required to so conduct himself and his employees that 
the interests of other Contractors will not be prejudicially 
affected.

of safeguard against a possible 
Contractor will, if permitted, name high unit prices for 
extras, which, while not taken into account in comparing 
the tenders, may stand him in good stead if he is suc
cessful in establishing extras. The practice of the en
gineer fixing the extras is thus calculated to materially 
reduce the cost of the work.

In addition to this precaution, the engineer needs 
to exercise great care in framing all the clauses of the 
specifications which have any bearing on the question 
of extras. As a necessary condition to the considera
tion of any claim for extras, the Contractor should be 
required to show the written authority of the engineer. 
It should be distinctly understood in this connection that 
assent to alterations by the engineer does not constitute 
a sanction for extras. Some engineers, with good reason, 
require claims for extras to be. presented monthly, so 
that the question may be investigated while the matter 
is fresh in mind, and perhaps before the work is rendered 
wholly inaccessible. Remuneration for extras must be 
determined by the engineer on the basis of the measure 
quantities and the prices fixed in the contract, 
engineer should not be allowed to fix the prices of extras, 
since such procedure is illegal. Any work not foreseen 

inserted in the contract should 0 
covered by Force and Material Account. In this way the 
Contractor is assured of the cost plus a fair profit, an ^ 
the engineer may in a measure control the cost by re 
quiring accurate account of the time of workmen an 
quantities of materials put into such special work.

error

But while these powers of direction should be 
secured to the engineer, it is possible to go too far in 
this respect. Beyond a certain degree of control the 
Contractor ceases to be an independent Contractor at all, 
and becomes merely the agent of the Owner. The latter 
then becomes responsible for the acts of the Contractor, 
who is under these conditions nothing more than the 
Owner’s “other self.” A typical clause of a specification, 
quoted by Mr. Daniel J. Hauer in the Journal of the 
American Society of Engineering Contractors for De
cember, 1910, which confers on the engineer powers 
transforming the Contractor into the agent of the Owner 
is as follows :—

“The engineer shall have entire charge of 
all forces employed under this contract, and 
shall direct their work and disposition, and shall 
order such forces increased or diminished as he 
shall deem expedient.”
(7) Alterations.—The right to make such alterations 

or modifications in the plans or specifications as may 
desirable should be conferred on the engineer

The

appear
by the contract. It does not follow that these changes 
should be executed by the Contractor without extra 
charge, however, or that they should be considered as 
covered by the original contract. The limit of magnitude 
of alterations permissible without involving a modifica
tion of the contract should, therefore, be specified.

Where the changes are slight and do not necessitate 
a very much longer time for the execution of the work 
as a whole than was originally contemplated, it should 
be possible for the engineer to order changes, granting 
to the Contractor, where he thinks proper, extra 
neration or extension of time. If the changes are only 
of a trifling nature, not involving increased cost or addi
tional time for execution, it should be permissible for 
the engineer to secure them without any extras or ex
tension of time. In no case should the Contractor be 
allowed to make a claim for anticipated profits in case 
of a reduction in the amount of work.

in the list of extras

(9) Duration of Contract.—In most contracts tnnt 
is declared to be of the essence of the agreement, whic 
signifies that there must be a prescribed time for co ^ 
mencement, a time for completion, and perhaps also 
specified rate of progress. Without the latter it is ^ 
cult for the Owner to cancel the contract on the ëro1' 
of slowness in the prosecution of the work, since 
would only be possible by proving that the Contrac 
could not by any human means finish on time—mandes ; 
a difficult thing to do. The effect of unusually adver 
weather conditions, alterations and delays on the 1 
of completion should be definitely covered. Slight alte 
tions, not entailing extra work, should not entitle 
Contractor to an exension of time unless the enSlD<J 
judges such to be warranted. Where the Owner 5 
pends or delays the work, it may be only common jus
to not only grant an extension of time equal to the de ^ 
but some extra allowance or compensation for thco.in;_ 
attending the tie-up of the Contractor’s plant and org< ^ 
zation during the delay, and for the interference f 
subsequent work to be undertaken by the Contrac

(10) Powers of the Engineer.—If the Owner is^e 
be assured of reasonable progress and despatch 
work, there must be one individual in supreme con ^ 
and that person the engineer. Questions of a P^1 ^ 
business character might be satisfactorily settled (<J 
others, but all matters involving technical details s
be subject to the final decision of the engineer m cha ,.e. 
who, for convenience, is usually the engineer w 
pared the plans and specifications. Only an en^!"wed 
or his representatives, should, for example, be a l ^ ^ 
to interpret the plans and specifications, or to pas Qf. 
questions of measurement, classification or quail >’ ^ 
to make alterations or order extras. No one .bU(.t;0n 
engineer should be given the power of general dir

remu-

In case extensive alterations are necessary, such, 
for example, as the relocation of a line of railway through 

country, the Contractor should be entitled to demand 
a change in the contract or a supplementary contract to 
cover the new conditions. Likewise, if projected changes 
involve a change in the value of the work of over a 
certain percentage of the original tender price, the old 
contract should be altered. Large changes in quantities 
sometimes affect the unit prices for which work may be 
done to such an extent that a new contract would be the 
only fair method of dealing with the situation.

new

(8) Extra Work.—Any excess of the quantity of 
work as actually executed over the work as defined in 
the plans and specifications is called extra work. Such 
work is usually paid for at certain prices stipulated by 
the Contractor in his tender or fixed by the engineer 
in the snecifications or notice to bidders. In case the 
work is reduced in quantity it is customary to specify 
that the Contractor’s remuneration shall be diminished 
in accordance with the reduction in quantities and the 
unit prices for extras, or perhaps these prices reduced 
by 10 or 15 per cent.

Perhaps no single consideration pertaining to con- 
'-action contracts is more provocative of disputes and



tjj (I1) Estimates and Payments.—As a guidance to 
Por ^n^’neering staff in general, it is desirable to incor- 
esti 6 *n t^le specifications the provisions respecting 
0f ates and payments. Usually, progress estimates 
tracan approximate character are granted to the Con
fia °r every month, and upon presentation of this to 
f0r ProPer authorities he is entitled to receive payment 
rn0nt^c value of the work done during the previous 
run.s V *€SS a certain drawback. The drawback, which 
securer°m 10 to 20 per cent., constitutes a deposit to 
othfcrrYhc Owner against loss due to defective work or 
not be reaches of the contract. The percentage should 
ainCeY*arSe> and is preferably less than 20 per cent., 
atone C *Mng-up of a large amount of the Contractor’s 
•\fter^ resu>ts in higher bids than would otherwise obtain, 
of Certain sum, depending on the size and character 
llr>desi Trk’ bas been held back, it is unnecessary and 
and the ° 6 *° cont*nue the deduction of the percentage, 
rnates , ani°unts due the Contractor on progress esti- 
final CsS..ou^ then be paid in full as they fall due. The 
after thY^ *S usua**y deferred till about one month 
-v enp-- Work as been completed to the satisfaction of 

against n,ccr’ ^ r'ng which time liens and other claims 
ducted nC C°ntnictor may be filed. Having then de- 
C°ntract SUms due the Owner or to creditors of the 
the 0\vn<.r xvhose claims had been formally registered, 

es1.; Cr makes the final payment in accordance with 
tlmate of the engineer

the

the

,?rrnally ecurity.—To ensure that the Contractor will
'•■n, jt ntcr into a contract if the work is awarded to 
°r a gUar,( astomary to require either a deposit cheque 

«eu, Jî^tce from a surety company or a private indi-
Y cent r amount of the cheque is usually about 5 
Yusand ? tke ter*der price on contracts up to one 
s,at am0l)C °**ars ar>d 2 y2 per cent, on contracts over 
1 .aid he ^ the bidder be unsuccessful, his cheque 
t'Yed unti[C,tUrned forthwith, but if successful, it is re- 
ree 0wner has formally entered into a contract with 
t|Y*rcd, a '' bile the deposit cheque is most commonly
Y Contra^uiarantee is much less objectionable from 
at k*s nton °r S P°’nt °f view, as it obviates the tying-up

ariy one ep ’ w^‘ch> if he had many bids outstanding 
lrri€> might be very extensive.

vid

MUNICIPAL WORK IN BASSANO, ALTA.

By-laws providing for an expenditure of two hundred 
thousand dollars upon waterworks, sewers, concrete walks, 
street grading and city hall are to be submitted to the rate
payers of Bassano, Alta., immediately, 
cision of the Bassano town council at a recent meeting.

With a view to aiding the town in the floating of their 
debentures, owners of subdivision property adjoining the 
present town limits voluntarily requested the council to ex
tend the borders of the town, by taking in their property. 
This will be done immediately, and with the result that 
Bassano’s assessment will immediately jump close to the 
two-million-dollar mark.

Such was the de-

The source of water supply will be the Bow River, at 
a point miles southwest of Bassano, and in the vicinity 
of the C.P.R. irrigation dam, a large stand-pipe to be 
erected near the intake. The total cost of the water system, 
according to the present estimate, will be $83,391.10, while 
the cost of the sewer system will be in the neighborhood of 
$60,000. In the latter estimate provision has been made 
for disposal works to be located about two miles to the east 
of the town.

The main outfall sewer is to be constructed with a 
capacity large enough to serve a town of ten to fifteen 
thousand people.

The by-law for the new $25,000 city hall, together 
with the $25,000 by-law for concrete sidewalks and 
grading will be submitted at the same time as the water and 
sewer by-laws, and not later than April 6th. Immediately 
upon ratification by the ratepayers, work will be started 
and rushed to completion. The citizens feel confident that 
both water and sewer system will be completed and in 
operation early this fall.

street

the work with certain rights 
e Contractor.

over even the forces of On important work, and generally on work of a 
public character, the Contractor is required to submit a 
bond for the faithful performance of the contract. This 
is preferably supplied by a surety company rather than 
an individual, since the status and solvency of the latter 
is sometimes difficult to prove. In any event, the bond 
should be drawn in such a way as to allow slight changes 
in the contract without releasing the surety.

(13) Instructions to Bidders.—The information which 
is incorporated in the “Notice to Bidders 
be inserted in the specifications, and generally in 
what greater detail. It is excellent practice to require 
all bids to be made on standard forms of tender supplied 
by the engineer. In this way irregular bids, errors and 
omissions are frequently avoided. Matters to which the 
attention of the bidder should be directed by this 
tion of the specifications are the sealing and marking of 
bids ; delivery to a specified address by a certain time; 
portions of the work open to tender of any one bidder ; 
provision of the prescribed security ; reservation of right 
to reject any or all bids ; and items for which prices 
to be quoted in the tender.

Epon the award of the contract the engineer 
merely the professional adviser of the Owner, and 
upon himself new and onerous duties. 

t^en not °nly direct the work, but interpret and enforce
e contract and become to a large extent the sole arbi

trator of 
between
|be engineer occupying this judicial position while being 
n lbe pay of one of the parties to the contract has fre- 

l ent,y been pointed out, but no one has yet devised a 
er arrangement. Probably no better evidence of its 

acticability and of the tact and success with which the 
diffilne€r kaS on the whole filled this dual and manifestly 
of C.U*.t Position is needed than the fact that the practice 

8lvmg large judicial powers to the engineer, still con- 
WeY t0 ke a^most universal. Of course, if an engineer 
shi 6 t0 ac*°Pt the attitude of uncompromising partisan- 
0 P °n aU matters, or seek to conceal his own errors and 
ha _j S*®ns under cover of his authority as engineer, great 
hon m*^bt result to the Contractor, but if he is 
is ürable and firm enough to be fair at all costs there 
sl n.° reason why his interpretatioon of the contract 

u not be satisfactory to both parties.

ceasesto be 
takes He must

most of the disputes which are likely to arise 
the two contracting parties. The anomaly of should also

some-

sec-

are
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The series of articles by Mr. C. R. Young 
“Principles of Specification and Agreement Writ
ing’’ will soon be complete, and may then be 
obtained in pamphlet form from The Canadian 
Engineer. Orders will be received at any time.

on
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recommend the 9 ft. 10 in. face tie for allThe company

construction where traffic conditions demand per
manency, and where, as in tunnels and causeways, the cost 
of changes always reaches extravagant figures and handicaps 

The hardwood cushions 2 in. by 14 in. by the widt 
of the tie, are readily interchangeable by one 
on end of tie, and without interference with traffic, simp i 

the two screw spikes which pass through holes

REINFORCED CONCRETE TIES.
terminal

A substitute for the wooden railway tie has been long 
The Universal Concrete Tie Company, Whitney-looked for.

Central Building, New Orleans, have furnished us with the 
following information concerning their new reinforced con
crete tie. This will no doubt be of interest to everyone who

traffic.
man sitting

is in touch with the tie question.
This company, which has now 

principal offices in New Orleans, is the outcome of fifteen
of strenuous labors on the

removing
block or cushion, into reinforced babbit metal sockets prev 
iously imbedded in ties when moulded.

One company which has been using these ties for nearly 
six years states that the cushions, though regularly examin
ed, are perfectly sound though “checked,” and that spiking 
devices have never needed tightening and are holding rai

organized and opened its

years
part of the inventor of the well- 
known reinforced concrete tie 
and fastening or spiking device 

It is a co-

ofrL"SIIcFcket

CONCRETE TIE
bearing his name, 
incidence that these ties should 
have been tried out and after 

than five years of practical 
under heaviest traffic condi-

firmly.
Experience under varying traffic conditions has prove

and that the
workthat rails on these ties remain true to gauge, 

track cannot spread since spiking device does not
r- more

0
m--
F|

use loose.mm been cordially recom-tions,
mended by the roads using 
them, and that a company has 
been formed to introduce them 
at the time when the eyes of the 
railroad world are seeking light 

At their last

This spiking device consists of a screw spike of varying 
lengths and diameter, according to its uses, which enters a 
reinforced non-corrosive socket imbedded into the con ere 
This is suitable likewise for all kinds of cement construction, 
such as buildings, viaducts, street railways, etc.

m
§:
pf

Hr
1
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& on this subject, 
meeting, the American Railway 
Engineering and Maintenance of 
Way Association apointed a 
special committee to investigate 
and make concise recommenda
tions for next year’s work, 
a substitute for wooden ties. 
The necessity for a substitute 
for wood ties is conceded.

The fundamental objection to 
tie is its want of

!?’ :

THE CONFLAGRATION HAZARD.

With the idea of making impossible the repetition 
such terrible catastrophes as those which have recently ° 
taken Baltimore, San Francisco, Bangor, Chelsea an 
unfortunate places, considerable attention has been g 
toward the development of fire breaks or stops which 
make virtually impossible the repetition of such a dis 
Among the ideas which have met with expert approva J 
be mentioned the erection of solid lines of heavy frrep 
buildings, roughly in the form of a Maltese cross, t us

into sections separated by these maTnst
This scheme, however, does not provide a£al

long distan

4V •:

on

:

the concrete 
resiliency. This criticism, how- 

of this reinin the construction and use
cushions the load effectively.

of these ties under

ever, is overcome 
forced concrete tie, which 
This is proven by four to six years use 
heavy traffic conditions on various trunk lines.

These ties are built upon the same principle as the best 
construction, being reinforced by heavy corrugated

truss unit. They

ing the total area 
bulwarks.
the carrying of embers by a high wind to a 
in advance of a conflagration.

only apparent complete solution of the situation 
principal buildings, certainly within 

in such a manner that it will be virtu
them, and thus ^

The
in equipping the

concrete
steel bars, so tied together as to form a 
are moulded in specially designed moulds, and thoroughly

in selecting and
congested area
impossible for fire to obtain hold upon

another step in its progress of destruction. The 
general methods by which this may be done, b 
perfect protection they should be jointly adopte

the inside of a building ^ 
that the buildup ^

matured before used, and with proper care
is assured. The round- f otmixing the ingredients, permanency 

ed edges cf the base of these ties, minimizes the weight and 
breakage of unprotected edges in handling, while 

of base insure solidity in track,

vance
two
mosteliminates

the “V” shaped centres
the vibration of motion, prevents sliding or slew-

it >5
For fighting a fire on 

absolutely essential for best results 
equipped with an approved form of automatic 
which, opening as soon as the temperature cause 
fire reaches a certain predetermined! point, will fl°° 
fire and thus automatically put it out. The seconc ar- ra- 
tection, which would come into play only when a con ^gn 
tion is in progress or threatened, is a system 0 aboVe 
sprinklers on the outside of the building, located one^ b>' 
each window or other exposed opening, and opera 
means of a valve at some distance, turning water

veritable

overcomes 
ing of track, and 
entirely eliminates 
centre binding, so

the
tha10
pro-

common in all 
other ties.

These ties can 
be made at points 
along the track 
where needed,

n.j*//y
theinto

taiacurhandling except on push cars, and by pipes and surrounding the building with a 
of water through which the fire cannot pass.

A splendid) instance of this duplicate form of Prot®f tj,e 
was in evidence at the Baltimore fire in the premia ^ ^0th 
O’Neill Department Store. This building was equiPP 
inside and out as above described, the outside spr ^ ^ 
covering no less than 98 windows in the six stories^ 
directly in the path of the fire and was attacked by

thus obviating the
labor of the section, when not otherwise employed- 

This must always be under proper supervision.
The weight of ties varies according to size, i.e., from 

375 lbs. for ordinary roadbeds, to 450 lbs. for heaviest traffic 
conditions under trunk lines, while in terminals and grade

Owing to their greater bed and

common

crossings larger are used.
2.600 of these ties will replace 3,000 wood ties to

r. fflan1face area,
the mile under maximum traffic conditions.

. ^ 
« »



, A new twin-screw steamer the “Chelohsin” has been 
yUllt to the order of the Union Steamship Company, of 
^ancouver, by the Dublin Dockyard Company, Dublin, and 
js described in a recent issue of Engineering. She is in- 

nded for the owners’ passenger and light-freight service 
m the Protected waters of British Columbia.

The dimensions of the vessel are 175 ft. long between 
Pendiculars, with a beam of no less than 35 ft., which 

f as necessitated by the vessel’s great height, there being 
,°Ut decks devoted to passenger accommodation, etc. She 

as been built under survey of the British Board of Trade 
V*! ®r't’s'r Corporation, and is specially strengthened 
. nh Plating, doubled forward, to resist the impact of float- 
slff tlmber> and, for the same reaso , aft, the propeller 
Pro tS are outwardly protected by bossi g the shell, and the 
^ Pellers are of strong section cast steel.

aVy belting surrounds the vessel, and the anchors 
uaWn up into recessed hawse-pipes forward so as to be 

clcr the flush of the shell plating, thus preventing dam- 
b 5 to uther vessels coming alongside. The hull has also 
bp^n built of very stiff construction, all the four decks 
t0!\ completely, plated with steel, and the whole bound 
f0urt 6r bv a system of pillaring, the efficacy of which was 
tbp11^ at the trials, which took place in rough weather, for 
assop-Was tben a total absence of the annoying vibration 

Cla(ed with high speed engines. 
f0rt ?'|'c hfst-class passenger accommodation is very com- 
on a e> Pearly all the state-rooms having only two berths 
an<J • a"'ninK and shade-decks. They are finished in oak, 
F0 Some of them both hot and cold water are laid on. 
open e®n °f the state-rooms have, in addition to the two 
cip]p bert'hs, a folding cabinet-bed on the American prin- 
a cqjjj dining-room is situated on the main deck, with 
and Panion-way to the awning-deck. It is square in shape 
rankM ' acc°mmodate 60 passengers, the tables being ar- 
Thc p for small parties of four, six, or larger numbers.

antry and the galley are adjacent, 
it beip ,adies’ saloon is on the awning-deck aft, attached to 
retirin ^ a tea-room and a reading-room, and also a ladies’ 
's calip [°0m with toilet arrangements. There is also what

A specially
are

conversation-room on the awning-deck immedi-

wbich practically enveloped it, leaping more than 15 feet 
above the elevated sprinkler tank, the top of which is 30 
feet above the roof. The cover of this tank was destroyed, 
'''bile the tank and the timbers on which it rested were so 
badly damaged as to necessitate replacement. They were 
*aved from total destruction, however, by blocking the 
°w Pipe and keeping water running in the filling pipe, thus 

overflowing the tank and keeping it wet. The cornice of the 
adding was on fire a number of times, but four Grinnell 

automatic sprinklers in the attic prevented the fire from 
catering.

over-

The freight elevator caught fire, but two 
sPrinklers at the top checked! it here. The open sprinklers 
°Ver the window's were put in operation fifteen minutes be- 
0re the flames attacked the building, and such was the 
^iue of the
business

thus formed that the store was open for 
again two days after the fire. Thus the sprinkler 

saved not only the building and contents, but other buildings 
lch, protected by this screen, were shielded from the direct 

°rce °f the flames.

screen

An interesting sidelight on this lies in the fact that a 
Puxlern 1 i-story “fireproof” building directly across the 
tr€et| equally exposed but not protected by sprinklers, was 

C0rupletely gutted.

NEW STEAMER FOR VANCOUVER.

It is spaciousately forward of the range of state-rooms, 
and has large sliding windows all round, through which the 
scenery, which is in many places very fine, may be viewed. 
This room also forms the principal entiance hall. The 
smoking-room is on the shade-deck forward of the funnel 
casing, and in this again the windows are of the sliding 
type. In front of the smoking-room is the chart-room, and 
in front of that the wheel-house. The second-class accom
modation and that for the deck passengers are situated on 
the lower decks forward. The comfort and the convenience 
of the passengers has been well considered, there being a 
hot-water system, steam-heating system, and a complete 
electrical installation.

The propelling machinery has been supplied by Messrs. 
MaoColl & Company, of Belfast, and consists of two sets 
of balanced-crank triple-expansion engines, supplied with 
steam at 185 lb. pressure per sq. in. from two specially large 
boilers, designed for burning inferior coal. The auxiliary 
machinery comprises centrifugal, circulating, feed, bilge, 
and sanitary pumps, evaporator, ash-ejector, etc.

Before leaving Belfast, the vessel ran her trials on the 
new measured mile in Belfast Lough, and obtained a speed 
of 14.2g knots in service conditions, and fully 13 knots with 
300 tons of dead-weight on board, both speeds being in ex
cess of that guaranteed, although the weather was boisterous 
at the time. The vessel was built to the specification of 
Mr. James Maxton, consulting engineer, Belfast, under 
whose supervision the trials were carried out.

The Chelohsin has made an excellent maiden-voyage, 
the long passage from Belfast to Vancouver being made in 
72 days ; and the vessel has not suffered in the least fre m 
her ocean trip. To economize coal on the voyage, steam 
was generated by one boiler on]v.

BUILD THE GEORGIAN BAY CANAL.

The following resolution was passed by the Ontario 
Associated Boards of Trade recently :—

“That the reports of engineers on the surveying and 
estimating for the Georgian Bay Canal show that the sec
tion from Georgia Bay to Lake Nipissing, through the 
French River, is comparatively easy of construction and 
not of excessive cost :

“That the making navigable of the French River would 
throw open to water competition in rates all that section of 
Northern Ontario tributary to Lake Nipissing, and would 
give the Temiskaming and Northern Ontario Railway, which 
serves the farming sections of the Temiskaming district, 
the lake port considered so desirable to the successful opera
tion of that railway ;

“That the Canadian Pacific and Canadian Northern 
Railways, serving what might be called the western portion 
of the clay belt, the farming section of the Sturgeon Falls 
district, centring as they do with the Grand Trunk Railway 
and T. and N.O. Railways at North Bay, would have the 
advantage of a lake port at North Bay and that this would 
work to the advantage of all lines of private enterprise that 
might be entered into in the north country ;

“That the construction of the canal would develop the 
water powers of the French River, which are now held back 
from development by the Dominion Government because of 
the possible construction of the Georgian Bay Canal, and, 
therefore, would make available electrical energy to be used 
in manufacturing, mining or any enterprise in which power
is used ;

“Therefore, that the making navigable of this river is 
a most important factor in the upbuilding and development 
of all the eastern portion of Northern Ontario.”
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This fact is used as an argument thatdesirable rails, 
the same thing will happen in re-rolling a rail into bar 
sections. To a very limited extent, this may be true. 
As far as the sound steel itself is concerned, the re
rolling certainly tends to give it a higher elastic limit 
and ultimate strength ; so that, provided an engineer 
favors the use of “high elastic limit” steel, one apper- 
ently gets perfection in this product. But we must stop 
to consider that if the rail has a defect to begin with, 
say a small undiscernible open seam, this flaw will not 
be readily detected in the final bar. It is comparatively 
easy to inspect re-rolled rail sections ; but, one would 
have to go over each foot of a re-rolled rail bar with 
extreme care in order to detect some of the fine seams
that the writer has seen in these bars as resulting from 
a defect in the original rail. Supposing, however, for 
the sake of argument, that it is admitted that all the 
original rails are free from defects, there still exists a 
fact that must be recognized if one uses the re-rolled 
product.

In the table below the writer gives some analyses 
from actual rails that were selected at random from a
pile of rails that had been re-rolled :

Rail No. i No. 2 No. 3 No. 4
Carbon •51•31 •°5.29
The wide range in carbon content of these rails is 

The tests of the re-rolled productat once apparent, 
showed the consequent variation in strength that one 
would expect. But, it may be said that this variation 
is abnormal ; rails are manufactured to-day under a very 
definite chemical specification. Quite true; but, if °ne 
will take the trouble to look up these specifications, such 
as those of the American Society Testing Materials, lt 
will be found that in Bessemer rails there is a range 
from .35 to .55 carbon for rails varying in size from 
50 to 100 lb. section (the carbon content being given 
the various sizes of rails) ; and, in open hearth rails, the 
range for the same rail sections is from .46 to -75 
bon. As rails used for re-rolling are of all sizes, 1
would seem to follow that one would get bars with vary '
ing strengths ; certainly the bars would not be all alike 
as far as carbon is concerned. To such an argument 
as this, the answer might be that re-rolling mills sort 
the rails into piles according to section, etc. ; but, it 
seen that even if this is done, the rails may some ° 
them be Bessemer and others Open Hearth, and a glane6 
at specifications shows that, say for 80 lb. rails, Op60 
Hearth shall be between .52 and .65, and Bessemer be 
tween .4 and .5 carbon, which gives a range of frorn
.4 to .65 in 80 lb. rails piled without taking into aC

Bessemer
It is

of

for

car-

count whether they were Open Hearth or 
rails. Such argument might go on indefinitely, 
fact with which we are concerned.

of .It will be noticed that in the given analyses, one
fact, .histhe rails showed merely .05 carbon, 

an old wrought iron rail. The point is that these 
rails (not necessarily wrought iron) are finding their w ' 
to the re-rolling mills, and with them there is absolu w 
no definite guarantee of carbon content, so that the no 
product is necessarily a variety. It is beside the 
tion to say that the steel in rails is all of good testc 
quality; that these old rails are very good steel, figs 
The steel is of good tested quality for rails, but, it 
not necessarily follow that it will give an even qlia
of steel for bars.

If engineers wish to use steel whose carbon con ^ 
is likely to vary widely, all well and good. They d 
knowing that the steel they arc using may have a 
range of strength. This fact must be recognized

tent

j

Metallurgical Comment
T. R. LOUDON, B.A. Sc.

Correspondence and Discussion Invited

RE-ROLLED RAIL BARS FOR CONCRETE 
REINFORCING.

Quite recently in the pages of one of our contem
poraries, there appeared a discussion on the question of 
the advisability of using for the purpose of reinforcing 
concrete, bars that have been re-rolled from old rails. 
Some of the statements made in this discussion were, to 
say the least, rather sweeping and could hardly have 
been made with a full knowledge of facts.

At the outset, it is to be clearly understood that 
the following is not a discussion as to the relative merits 
of low and high carbon steel for reinforcing concrete. 
It is merely intended to point out a few facts that have 

under the writer’s observation and which it willcome
be seen must necessarily have a great effect on the ques
tion as to the desirability of re-rolled rail bars.

Before discussing the re-rolling of rails, the writer 
■would take exception to the following statement that 
appeared in the referred to articles and which is ap
parently given as a reason why re-rolled rail bars are as 
well made as other bars rolled from billets :

“It is a matter of common rumor, if not common 
knowledge, that the scabbed, piped and otherwise de
fective billets are used for rolling into reinforcing bars ; 
also, in many cases, the crop ends from the ingot, 
rejected as not being good enough for a rail, are so 
rolled.”

Such a statement, if true, would warrant a deep 
searching investigation—if true ; but, the reader will see 
that the matter is one of “common rumor if not one of 
common knowledge.” To the man who is accustomed 
to think, “common rumor” is a very dangerous and un
trustworthy source of information. To the practical 
man, however, portions of the statement contain a refu
tation of their truth. It is a matter of practical knowl
edge that to roll steel containing a “pipe” means that 
the final metal will contain this same cavity in compressed 
and elongated form. The surfaces of the cavity do not 
weld together under rolling for the very good reason 
that they are generally badly oxidized. One can readily 
imagine the form of concrete bar resulting from this 
“piped” billet or from the rail crop end which is re
jected because it contains the “pipe” of the ingot from 
which it is cut. It cannot be said with absolute cer
tainty that no “piped” billets are ever rolled into con
crete bars, just as it cannot be said that no 
rails are ever put out in service even after the greatest 
precautions ; but, what is more to the point, it can be 
said that great precautions are taken to prevent such a 
thing happening.

To come back to the re-rolling question, it must 
be admitted that the proper re-rolling of a rail into a 
smaller rail section does give an extremely good and 
serviceable rail provided the original rail was free from 
defects. Re-rolling is not going to cover up those de
fects. On the contrary, it has been the writer’s experi
ence that the re-rolling in diagonal passes tends to 
cover such defects as hidden “pipes,” seams, etc. ; so 
that the final inspection very easily eliminates the

piped”

un-

un-
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Tae wheel committee of the Master Car Builders’ 
Association was instructed by the executive committee, last 
June to consider the designs and specifications for steel 
wheels and to report at the convention to be held this com- 
t1®' June. The wheel committee held a meeting about two 
jttonths ago at which were present, by invitation, represen- 
utives of the solid steel wheel manufacturers. Upon learn- 

that the subject of specifications covering solid steel 
eels had been under consideration for upwards of two 

T6ars by a special committee of the American Society for 
<letSt*n? Materials, the M. C. B. committee very promptly 
ha erm*ned to accept an invitation which was extended to 
j Ve presentation on that committee. This latter committee 
bei^Cl1 Qualified to handle this important item intelligently,

of the
tensi

S composed of representatives of the manufacturers and 
railways which have had the longest and most ex- 

Ve experience with solid steel wheels. It is but right
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F'g. 1.—Typical Design of Solid Steel Engine 
Truck Wheel.

and
all, &0 P6r '■bat the question of design be thrown open to 
that the 31 t^lere may be full expression of opinion, and so 
ther,ts C manuJacturers and the railways will reach agree- 
°bject’ J stan^ards, at the earliest possible moment. The 

dt'si ^'S paper is to place before you a list of twenty- 
carefui °f solid steel wheels which long experience and 
*U connStU<'y w°uld seem to indicate are adequate standards 
^utreme Ctl°n W''b more than ninety per cent, of the re- 
whicb wnts of the railways of the United States to-day, and 
W°ul<l g^y11 ^ soon cover the other ten per cent, if railways 
°r<btiate V attention to some points in connection with co- 
rcasons ^u'Ptnent ; also to further place before you certain 
a to'al of ^ 3 study the subject has convinced me that 
°r requiredP CVCn °f these designs are all that are desirable 

A : ■

°ne

*.bich js s'ee, engine truck wheel is shown in Fig. i, 
^atheters 1>resentative of the other designs for different 
Tk a 33-in type °f wheel. Fig. 2 shows the design

salient tCnder, passenger car and freight car wheel. 
a$Ses is tl P°‘nt °f difference between these two general 

a wheels for engine trucks require inside hub

a Paper read at the meeting of the Western
aAbstract of 
ayClub.

f^ail

z

22

8lven its due place, even if, as someone has suggested, 
Oh well, most of .the steel is good ; but, now. and again 

or very hard bars creep in.”soft

STEEL WHEELS.*

Chas. C. Bacon, Jr.

faces of large diameter to provide adequate bearing surface. 
A total of eleven designs which I think are all that are de
sirable.are, for engine trucks, 2&% in., 30 in,., 33 in., and 
36 in. For freight cars, tenders and passenger train cars, 
28 in., 30 in., 33 in. (two designs) 36 in. (two designs) and 
38 in.

One of the reasons for increasing the number of de
signs of wheels for engine trucks above the four above 
noted is that of the diameter of the inside face of the hub. 
It has long been considered by prominent roads, which have 
placed may thousands of solid steel wheels in engine truck 
service, that this dimension should properly be 12 5/16 in., 
but recently several large companies have called for engine 
truck wheels with inside hub faces of either 13 in. or 14 
in.; in fact, one large system has issued a sheet setting forth 
that this dimension shall be either n in., 12 in., 13 in., 13% 
in., or 14 in., under certain conditions, 
cent, of the solid steel wheels which are in engine truck 
service in the United States to-day have 12 5/16 in. diameter 
of inside hub face, 
roads which have had the longest and most extensive ex
perience with solid steel wheels of this type and I am told 
that it has proved to be a proper and satisfactory dimension. 
The cost of manufacturing solid steel wheels, and therefore 
the price to the railways, is largely a question of the num
ber of wheels produced per type, and this being the case it 
seems most important—particularly as regards engine truck

Ninety-five per

This dimension is standard with the

Fig. 2.—Steel Wheel for Tenders, Freight and 
Passenger Cars.

wheels of which the total number required is not sufficiently 
large to enable manufacturers, even under the best of con
ditions, to reduce the cost of production to the same level 
as that of the other classes of which larger quantities are 
used—that specific attention and study should be given to 
this dimension of inside hub face diameter, so that a stand
ard can be adopted for the best interests of all concerned.

For a 6 in. x 11 in. axle the hub diameter is increased 
from 9# in. to 11 in., to provide proper hub wall thickness 
and this brings up a point which I wish to make one of the 
principal features of my paper, i.e., what is the proper hub 
wall thickness for solid steel wheels ?

A hub diameter of 9# in. has long been recognized as 
all that is required in mounting solid steel wheels on 4^ 
in. x 8 in., or 5 in. x 9 in., or 5'A in. x 10 in. axles, i.e., 
up to and including 7 in. diameter wheel-seats, for even in 
connection with the S'A in. x 10 in. axle, and allowing for 
the eccentricity provided for in the specifications, a g?i in. 
hub diameter means a minimum hub wall thickness of 1M 
in. on a 7 in. diameter wheel-seat. During the past few 
months, and under the leadership of one of our large sys
tems, which, however, is basing its statements and acts on 
experience with comparatively few solid steel wheels, there
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Another point is brought up by the suggestion that, 

though shown as standard designs, I would like to eliminate 
the 30% in. engine truck wheel, 33% in. engine truck wheel, 
and two of the wheels used for cars, solely because they 

of solid steel wheels with a 3 in. rim thick- 
Experience tends to prove that a 2% in. rim thick- 

in connection with solid steel wheels makes for erne

has been quite a move on the part of some roads, none of 
those which have had long and extensive experience in the 
matter, however, to use wheels with 11 in. hub diameter on 
5% in. x 10 in. axles, and even on 5 in. x 9 in. axles, on the 
groud that iJA in. is not sufficient for a minimum hub wall 
thickness and tended to “loose wheels.” 
turer’s standpoint I have no reason ter take exception to 
this move. A heavier wheel means a higher price, and so 
long as a railway wishes to pay for excess metal I do not 
know that it is within a manufacturer’s province to object 
But as one of the engineers who has had to do with the 
solid steel wheel subject from its infancy, and who is more 
or less responsible for the dimensions, I wish to assume 
just as definite and positive an attitude on 
words will (permit me to express.

I have long been in touch with this particular point and 
have had considerable personal experience in the boring and 
mounting of wheels, and since this question was raised 
recently I have made a further study of it and consulted 
with representatives of those roads which are qualified by 
long and extensive experience to speak definitely and in
telligently on the subject, 
having over 200,000 solid steel wheels in service, has had 
less than a dozen loose wheels in the past six or seven 
years, despite the fact that 1 % in. minimum hub wall thick
ness has been the adopted practice, and that in the early 
days of the solid steel wheel industry, when manufacture was 
not as accurate in some ways as at present, many wheels 
went into service with iRs in. hub wall thickness. Of still 
greater interest, perhaps, is the fact that close investigation 
of each one of these few cases of loose wheels developed the 
fact that the trouble was due, solely and entirely, to im
proper boring and mounting and had no reference whatso
ever to the wall thickess of the hub of the wheel, 
another large system, with upwards of 90,000 solid steel 
wheels in service, I learn that in six or seven years onh 
three or four cases of loose wheels have developed, despite 
the hub wall thickness of 1 % in. minimum ; investigation of 
these few cases showed them to be due to improper boring 
and mounting.

Such being the experience of those whose long and ex
tensive use of solid steel wheels certainly qualifies them to 
know whereof they speak, I look upon it as a piece of undue 
assumption when a road with a limited experience, both in 
time and in quantity, sets out to be aggressive along a line 
with which it is unfamiliar, 
in. is all that is required with properly designed and manu
factured solid steel wheels mounted on axles with wheel- 
seats up to and including 7 in. diameter; those who are 
troubled by loose wheels under such conditions must look 
to their own shop practice, to their boring-mills, their axle- 
lathes, and their wheel-ipresses.

Some roads in wishing for something larger than a 5^ 
in. x 10 in. axle have, for reasons of their own, doubtless, 
neglected to adopt the M. C. B. standard, 6 in. x 11 in., and 
have gone to the use of sort of an “in-between,” 6 in. 
in., which renders it necessary to add these two extra de
signs of wheels. As I am discussing wheels I do not like 
to encroach on another subject, but it seems to me that as 
much axle trouble is caused by over-heating as by lack of 
section, and that conditions are not much improved by in
creasing the section without proportionate increase in bear
ing. In other words, is there any great advantage in a 6 in. 
x 10 in. axle over a in. x 10 in., the adoption of the 6 
in. x 11 in. axle, instead of a mere “in-between”? I refer 
to this as merely another one of those features which has 
its effect on the cost of manufacture, and therefore the price 
to th" railways of solid steel wheels.

mean the use 
ness.From a manufac-

ness
iency and economy, and that the use of 3 in. thickness is to b- 
avoided. In the first place, one must consider the rim of 
a solid steel wheel as being of two general parts, the allow
able wearing-body, being that depth which can be properly 
used in service, and the minimum allowable rim thickness,

For example, inwhich necessitates removal from service, 
a rim thickness of 2% in., it may be said that there is 1A 
in. of allowable wearing-body, with 1 in. thickness remain
ing which calls for removal from service under M. C. B- 
Rules. It must be borne in mind that this i/4 in. of allow
able wearing-body cannot be entirely used in road service. 
From time to time while the wheel is in service certain de 
formations of contour will occur, after varying mileages and

from

this point as

with correspondingly varying depths of metal worn 
tread, which necessitate removal of the wheel from service 

for re-machining to restore the contour.
I find that one large system,

numerousLong experience, with general averages on 
roads and under varying conditions, indicates that the allow 
able wearing-body in a rim 2% in. thick will split-up far 

economically than the wearing-body in a 3'in_
as a general 

actual

more
it in another way,rim, or, to put

average proposition a road will secure
inch of wearing-body, and fewer six-

more
sixteenths of an 
teenths of an inch of waste metal in the allowable wearing' 
body of a 2^2 in. rim than in a 3 in. rim. And thoug'h this 
broad statement of fact may seem to over-shoot the mark’ 
and to evoke remonstrance from those who have not given 
the point specific attention, all I ask is the opportunity f°T 

co-operative study with any railway official of conditions 
his road, and I will be able to clearly demonstrate the cor 
rectness of my statement. To properly meet the conditions 
a solid steel wheel should possess, throughout the depth 0 
its allowable wearing-body, an attrition-resistance equal t0 
that of the rail, and, to obtain this, certain limits must

stand"

From

■on

recognized in rim thickness from a manufacturing 
ipoint. Not alone must a high degree of attrition-resistance

uni-be obtained initially, but it should be maintained, as 
formly as possible, throughout the allowable wearing-body^ 
this quality is largely secured by the work, and the deP 
of penetration of the work, which is put upon the r'n1' 
There is no process of manufacture of solid steel whe 
known to-day which will produce as good and serviceable 1 
wheel with a 3 in. rim thickness as with a 2% in- rl ^ 
thickness. Based on the records of a good many thousa 
wheels which have been worn out in service, the milea^ 

life of a solid steel wheel with 2}i in. rim thickness 
greater than one with 3 in. rim thickness, all other thing 

being equal.

A hub wall thickness of i%

I have always been, and I am to-day, a strong and P 
sistent opponent of the use of the term “shelling” in c ^ 
nection with solid steel wheels. There has been too nan 
of a tendency to call all defects shelling, owing to 61 
convenience or lack of familiarity with the subject, whe 
proper analysis would have classed the defect under one 
three or four other and more specific headings, which v,° ^ 
have enabled the manufacturer to handle the matter 
more intelligently and in a manner decidedly more for 
benefit of the railway. Shellig may be the easiest 
to think of, or to say, but it is absolutely non-specific 
normal conditions in connection with solid steel wheels- ^

....................................................."............................J
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under
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ti0n in the rim of a cast iron wheel extends at right-angles 
to the chill-block, and only to a certain depth, this depth 
being dependent on the quality of the iron, etc. The effect 
ls a slight depth of metal with strong resistance, backed 
with ordinary gray iron of far less resistance, bordering,

When thiscomparatively speaking, 
strong surface metal had been worn so thin as to be unable 
t° support the service-load which was on it, it would, having

upon sponginess.

but a comparative sponginess or cushion beneath, mash-up 
and fall away in a manner which left the appearance of the 
°utside of an oyster shell, and hence the term “shelling.”

I have always opposed the use of the term “shelling” 
as applied to solid steel whêels, for I have believed, and my 

e tef has been based on specific study, that no such con- 
1 10n should exist in properly designed and made solid steel 

Ce‘s- But I must now go on record as saying that if 
s°me railway officials persist in using wheels with a 3 in. 
‘m thickness, or over, and can succeed in inducing manu- 
chirers to supply such types, then I must, though most 

regretfully, a<jd the item of shelling to the liabilities of 

, . steel wheels, for close observation of many wheels of 
18 type, not confined to any one manufacturer’s product, 

^°nvinces me that in a properly made solid steel wheel with 
in^2 rn. rim thickness there is good opportunity for know- 

S what you are getting, whereas with a 3 in. rim thickness 
ç°U Cannot be sure of anything, except that there will be a

Slderable percentage of dissatisfaction and trouble in the 
results
tion in Let those who doubt the correctness of my posi- 

this matter take note of the fact that the roads which 
s ,Ve bad the longest and most extensive experience with 
wit‘h $tee^ Wbee^s bave nearly all given up the use of wheels 
t,. a 3 in. rim thickness and have adopted the 2% in. 

lc 'ness as standard.
For

ha

years I have been an advocate of the idea of pro- 
Was nR Wbeels so true to dimensions that the machine work 
t}j(> Te<^Uced to a minimum. I am still a firm believer in the 
justircVl but only
Wor,C(! to the quality of the material produced. 
tn0v lncreases the cost of production, and it may often re- 
Prod'v meta^ Particular service value, yet if the effort to 
°Pen CC mater’al on which machine work is unnecessary 
thanS to a product which lacks uniformity, lacks
h0rcjy the other virtues which it should possess, and 
■Usea6^S on the dangerous, then extreme caution should be 
avoid,?] °r<^er that a “penny wise, pound foolish” policy be 
rrioditi ^ may bn U right to produce some of the com
bat jn°S hfe on th basis of tonnage, or general average, 
deaün ^c Caltng with wheels let us not forget that we are 
Possess units, each and every one of which should
settlin ln*e8Tity ; otherwise, much time will be spent in 
C°Verirf C^a’ms f°r low mileage, in providing for adjustments 
how ^fcctive material, and, worse yet, in explaining

entail t>, pro<^Uction of proper solid steel heels does not 
a whcc]nier0 f°rm'ng of a bulk of steel into the shape 

resPonsib)ii’ ' ^ CaTiaes with it far reater requirements and 
SbaPing ,ltles" Proper iproductio means not alone mere 
SUch line^ ‘ ’ an<* Particularly, the working into shape along 
j^teria] fQriS tcn(i preserve and develop the virtues of the 

c .x,sed, a r, service in which the finished product is to 
qniformit;n fhe doing of this in such a way as to assure 
, UePtly an<' duality as between wheels which are subse- 

«Jil*^ in service.

°rb> but by a few pennies’ worth of machine
‘ c " °f uniformity in quality is incurable and is

duci

to the extent to which it can be carried in
Machine

ha Uniformity in manufacture is per- 
ure most to be desired in connection with solidstee]

But Uniformity of quality should be held as 
uniformity of mere dimension6

Irregularity of dimensions can

sure to assume more or less serious, if not actually danger
ous, forms when the wheels go into service.

Manufacturers of solid steel wheels are particularly ac
commodating when engaged in close competition for an 
order, and it is for that reason that wheels of all sorts and 
sizes can be obtained. But clear-headed railway officials 
certainly realize that the (production of small quantities of 
an endless variety of designs means a higher cost than when 
a minimum number of designs permits of proportionately 
larger quantities, and that cost is always reflected in price. 
They certainly realize that in the heat of close competition 
a sales department will frequently offer odd designs which 
may or may not have been thoroughly demonstrated as uni
fying the possibilities of proper manufacture and the re
quirements of service, and they surely appreciate how 
standardization of wheel designs is an end to which we all 
should strive.

ELECTROMETALLURGY OF TIN.

In speaking of recent experiments upon the electro
metallurgy of tin, le Journal du Four Electrique (January, 
1912), reaches the conclusion that the solution of the problem 
has been found as regards general lines of work, and that 
it remains only to study the minor questions of detail. 
The statement is made that the yield of tin ores is much 
increased by electric-furnace treatment, that the process is 
continuous as against intermittent smelting in the rever
beratory, that the formation of “hardhead” is reduced 
greatly, and that the quantity of carbon necessary for re
duction is no more than 14 per cent, in the electric furnace, 
as against 20 to 25 per cent, in the reverberatory. The floor 
space necessary for the installation is smaller, and the con
sumption of the electrodes is negligible.

Some calculations are given as to the energy required 
for the reduction of cassiterite ; the basis of these calcu
lations is as follows: For the reduction of 118 grams of 
tin from stannic oxide, 145,300 gram cal. are required. The 
reaction, C+0, = Co2, gives out 96,960 cal., and the reaction, 
2C+0, = 2C0, 58,000 cal. It is necessary, then, in order 
to set free 118 grams of tin that we should have, for the 
first reaction, 145,300—96,960 cal., or 409,661 kg.-cal. per 
kilogram of tin set free, and since 1 kw.-hr. equals 864 kg.- 
cal.. it is necessary per ton of tin to have 474 kw.-hr. of 
energy. This figure becomes 855 kw.-hr. if we apply the 
equations 2 C + 02=C0. As in practice, each of these re
actions gives about 50 per cent, of the reduction, it is neces
sary to count on the average as the consumption of energy 
required, which is 665 kw.-hr. per ton of tin. The tem
perature in the smelting zone is estimated at 1,400 or 1,500° 
C., and the calorific balance of the furnace is then as fol
lows: For the reaction, 665 kw.-hr.; for heating the slag, 
130; for the specific heat, 45; losses by radiation, 130; 
losses through hot gases, 130 kw.-hr. ; a total of 1,140 kw.- 
hr. per ton of tin.

The experiments were made in the furnace like that of
Harmet for the reduction of iron ores, constructed of mag
nesite brick. A product was obtained containing about 99 
per cent, tin, little iron, and free from arsenic, 
beginning of the campaign, which usually lasted from 
12 days, the furnace was heated for a day with wood and 
coke in order to dry the bricks and then charged with about 
14 kg. of anthracite coal per too kg. of ore, this proportion, 
however, depending on the nature of the latter, 
was then passed of about 1,000 amp. at 60 v., these figures 
changing to 40 v. and 2,500 amp. when the reaction 
menced.

At the 
to to

A current

com-
A half-hour afterward the slag commences to
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igii.
Barrels.

1910.
Barrels.

igog.
Barrels.
4,067,709 4-753,975 5,635,950 

manufactured 4,146,708 4,396,282 5,677,539
... 1,098,239 i,i8g,73i
... 1,177,238 832,038

Portland cement sold

844-741
go3,59°

Stock on hand Jan. 1..
Dec 31

Value of cement sold .... $5,345,802 $6,412,215 $7,57I,299
,266,128 1,40g,715 2,103,838

2,498
Wages paid 
Men employed 3,0x02,220

The average price per barrel at the works in both I9'0 
and igii was $1.34, as compared with an average price 0 
$1.31 in 1909 and $1.39 in 1908.

The imports of Portland cement 
months ending December 31, 1911, were 2,316,707 cwt., 
ued at $834,879. This is equivalent to 661,916 barrels of 35^

during the twelve 
val-

pounds at an average price per barrel of $1.26. 
ports in 1910 were 349,310 barrels, valued at $468,046 or 
average price per barrel of $i-34-

The imports from Great Britain during 1910 
506 barrels, valued at $210,839; from the United States 44'-' 
317 barrels, valued at $575,768; from Belgium 2,683 barre , 
valued at $2,019 ; from Hong Kong 22,059 barrels, value 
$38,292; and from other countries 5,351 barrels, valued

an

were XQ0-'

$7,962. Canadian consumPtioDFollowing is an estimate of the 
of Portland cement for the past five years:—

Imported. Total-
Barrels-

3,io8,72^
3,134,33
4.209-903
5,I03’2ün
6,297-86

Canadian.
Barrels. Per cent. Barrels. Per cent. 

78 672,630
85 469,049

Calendar
Years.

222,436,093
2,665,289

1909 ..........  4,067,7°9
4,753,975 
5,635,950

81907
1908

142,194
349,3'°
661,916

97
931910

1911 10.589-5

TABLE SHOWING THE ANNUAL VALUE °F 
PRODUCTION OL THE PRUthe minera^ quebec S1NCE 1900.

Province of Quebec.)(Compiled by Mines Branch,

Value.
$2,546,076

2,997,73'
2,985,463
2,772,762
3,023,568
3,750,300
5,019,932
5,391,368
5,458,998
5,552,062
7,323,281
8,567,'43

Year.
1900.
1901.
1902.
1903-
1904-
1905-
1906.
1907.
1908. 
190 J. 

1910. 
19 x 1 -

a mechanical ^ 
Stadia ban
ared "P

that 0ot 
were n

In our issue of the 7th inst., through
that the illustration of the new Watts sidewe regret

level and of the Improved Abney level appe
We feel certain that our readers recognize 

typographical error and hope that they 
puzzled by what seemed to be an apparently PecU 1 re 
struction of the instruments made by this well-kn°

this
down, 
was a con'

li'

liable firm. ,
In addition to the instruments above mentionc , 

Watts & Son are offering at very reasonable priccS ^ 
pattern surveying compass and also a C.E. dum 
having several special features.

E-
pe»'a cllev

form and its aspect alone suffices to show whether the
Experimentscharge is of the proper composition or not. 

have also been made to recover the tin from the furnace
These were fused withslags by an electrolytic method, 

soda and the mass afterward dissolved in water and electro
lyzed with plates of iron as a cathode. Excellent deposits 
of tin were obtained, but the yield was not high.

ONTARIO HYDRO ELECTRIC LEGISLATION.

The following powers are conferred on the Hydro- 
Electric Commission by a bill introduced in the Ontario 
House to amend the Power Commission Act:—

To take over existing power transmission lines and to 
improve water powers, by assisting municipalities and others 
in the storage of water, making of sluices, etc. ;

To expropriate a local distributing plant where a muni- 
capility has voted to enter into a contract with the commis
sion for a supply of power ;

To regulate installation of electrical equipment and in
stallation of wires in all buildings including private houses ;

To require the appointment by municipalities of inspec
tors to see that such regulations are carried out;

To order the removal and alteration of any works that 
to the public safety or endanger life ;ar; a menace

To control absolutely light and power rates charged by 
municipalities whether those municipalities take power from
the Commission or not ;

To control the rates of any company or individual tak
ing power from the Commission ;

To prescribe a uniform system of bookkeeping on the 
part of power municipalities ;

To direct the disposal of surpluses earned by municipal 
power plants supplied by the Commission. (In many 
these surpluses are now devoted to the building of sidewalks, 
street sweeping, etc.) ;

To order all wires under its jurisdiction underground 
in cities and towns ;

With the co-operation of the Dominion Railway Com
mission to order underground all wires strung on streets 
where the municipalities construct tunnels or conduits to 
carry such wires ;

To impose a penalty of $100 per day for any disobedi
ence of any such order.

cases

CEMENT PRODUCTION LAST YEAR.

Complete statistics have been received from the 
facturers of cement covering their production and shipments 
during the year 1911. 
quantity of cement made during the year, including both 
Portland and slag cement was 5,677,539 barrels as compared 
with 4,396,282 barrels in 1910, an increase of 1,281,257 oar- 
rels or 29 per cent.

The total quantity of Canadian Portland cement sold 
during the year was 5,635,95° barrels as compared with 4,- 
753,975 barrels in 1910, an increase of 881,975 barrels, or 
18.5 per cent.

The total consumption of Portland cement in 1911 in
cluding Canadian and imported cement and neglecting an 
export of Canadian cement, valued at $4,067 was 6,297,866 
barrels as compared with 5,103,285 barrels in 1910, or an in- 

of 1,194,581 barrels, or 23.4 per cent.
Detailed statistics of production during the past three 

shown as follows :—

manu-

These returns show that the total

crease

years are
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HAMILTON’S HARBOR. than the older method of dealing with the offenders through 
the police court.

The development of Hamilton harbor is probable. A 
e egation from the city waited on the Prime Minister and 
e Minister of Works, at Ottawa, requesting various im

provements.
Hamilton was emphasized by Mayor Lees, and the certainty 

at this business would increase in the near future, 
stated that Hamilton’s shipping business was now second

V to that of Montreal among the inland ports of Canada, 
to the
keen

Fort William, Ont.—Mr. Farquharson, manager of the 
municipal electric light plant of this city, recently gave out 
some interesting facts regarding the meter and flat rate 
system of current sales, 
there are now in use 1,648 meters, 
strongest factor for holding down of the peak load, which 
without meters would have been close to 2,500 h.p. during 
1911, and with no extra revenue, 
on light that entitles the consumers to attach any load, either 
cooking utensil or heater, there will always be a large per
centage of peak load consumed on prodigal use of light and 
stolen power, other than what is paid for. That there are 
a great many electric heaters in use by flat rate was noticed 
during the peak period, and whenever a cold spell would 
stop, aproximately 75 h.p. would drop off from the peak 
load. The people now do not object to meters as formerly, 
as they are beginning to understand that the meter is the 
only intelligent and economical way to purchase current.

The importance to the shipping business at He stated that in Fort William 
The meter is the

He

While we have flat rates
Present, improvements to the harbor had largely 

out mac*e bV Hie city or by private firms which had to carry 
work to provide themselves with shipping facilities, 

/he Federal Government had given some aid and the time 
come when there should be more. Hamilton was a great 

acturing centre, and destined to become greater. What 
now required was a two thousand foot extension of the 

dr a ment wall, widening of the entrance to the harbor and 
«J fng along the south shore of the harbor. It is estimat- 

at the improvements asked for will involve an expendi- 
Ure of $400,000.

had
aianuf
was

ed

The municipal electric light department of Fort William, 
Ont., earned a net surplus of $17,255.92 during the year
1911. The total working expense of distribution andENGINEERING NOTES.

ing §* *'!le course of an address given before the Engineer- 
H c °~ety lhe North Western University recently, Mr. 
States

opera
tion per horse power purchased has been, interest and sink
ing fund included, $51.23, as against $50.70 in 1910, and 
$47.04 in 1909. Against this the earnings per horse-power 
in 1911 were $61.93, in 19m $59.18 and $51.35 in 1909.

Montreal, P.Q.—The Ives foundry was the scene of a 
trial of the Uno-Rail system of car operation recently. The 
truck of this car is built so that the main load rests on the 
top rail, which is V shaped, and has two side rails of the 
same shape, for the purpose of preventing any derailment. 
One of the main features is the little space that it takes 
requiring a right of way of only eight feet, 
of climbing heavy hills are by means of the Roch rail and 
gear, which allows the truck to follow the contours of the 
ground very closely. The line can be built

Tyrell stated that most of the bridges in the United
is ‘ are considered merely as objects of utility. Europe 
buil<j C farther advanced on this score, for its bridge 
inonjz S6e 'n a kr’Hge something that can be made to har- 
That ° beautiful surroundings or to beautify ugly ones. 
beautyUCh artistic forethought will add immeasurably to the 
Hoy, 0° 'he country is evident from the fact that we have up,

The facilitiesWocKig ,00° lr0n bridges,
ones of every description.

v ntreal, Que.—Principal Peterson, of McGill Uni- 
the ,p0’, s.rePorted to have stated at the closing exercises of 
Wor)(j ^n ,r,1l School, that iCanada is thirty years behind the 
Uientg H"cbnical education. He added that the govern- 
assistanc Uebec and Ottawa would have to come to the 
Place jn ^ 0^Hre people of Canada if they are to regain their

not to mention thousands of

Versit
so as to cross, 

over or under railways, and across rivers and canals.
Work on the new high level bridge is well under way in 

Ottawa, Ont. The present swing bridge has been moved 
from the old stone pier sixty feet and has been placed 
a wooden pier, the stone piers being removed by blasting. 
To support the pier on the Driveway side of the bridge an 
immense concrete retaining wall will be built and upon this 
a great number of men are now working.

upon
_ - and commercial education.

*)r°vinçe ^]Ce °f Manitoba.—The financial statement of the 
estimates S/°Ws a balance of $492,426 as a surplus. 
5s,056,-!4, °r ,*le Present year call for an expenditure of 
uildings ’ and of amount $2,207,000 is for public

Ottawa
S°P Bay nt" Ghief Engineer Armstrong, of the Hud- 

bva'r0a< wffh headquarters in Winnipeg, has been 
out " on’ Trank Cochrane, Minister of Railways, to 

.J‘c Party'. °nCe a Party of engineers to the Hudson Bay, 
0j_ will rcnT t<3 ^>°Tt Nelson and one to Fort Churchill. 
'Servat;0ns n’n at (be ports for a couple of months taking 
°rts for a?H making surveys as to tjie suitability of the

The nimaIs-
Wtlership p/™'10 government are considering the state 

j. Galt, Ont ' ' tr°'cum> splits, potash and matches. 
zna 6 towu h ^ municipal authorities of this progressive 
s nner t0 avc turned their attention in a very serious
jn6ct°r was * Tmstion of municipal milk supply. An in- 

rlany insta^0*1116^ an<* visited the source of the supply 
be]0vv <<s’ such cases as conditions were found 

inst ^as been an<*ard he displayed the progressive spirit 
PropUcHve Hter Cvi<^ent on other occasions, and distributed 
tha.6r care of aturi: to the owners of cattle dealing with the 

ttle effort r<>Ws an<l dairy matters.
Produced better milk and less hard feeling

The
The space be

tween the bank and the wall will be filled in with earth and 
stone which has been taken from the bottom of the canal. 
This wall will be 200 feet long and will be finished before 
the water enters the canal in May.

The British Admiralty has now had complete plans 
drawn up for a specially bui't navy hospital ship, which is 

to be ready in June, 1913.
0n6

The estimated cost is $500,000.

PERSONAL.

Mr. H. C. Tyrrell gave a lecture before the Engineering 
Society of the North Western University on March 12th last.

Mr. Angus Smith, city engineer of the city of Victoria, 
B.C., has tendered his resignation to the Board of Control.

Mr. Myer J. Sturn is making an inspection of the 
schools in the city of Regina regarding the matter of ven
tilation.!? be

‘hat
Mr. Francis P. Smith, M. Am. Soc. C.E., chemical and 

consulting paving engineer, New York City, on March 8th 
delivered an illustrated lecture on '‘Mixing Plants for 
Bituminous Pavements” before the graduate students in 
highway engineering at Columbia University

The result showed
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CANADIAN TECHNICAL SOCIETIES

ALBERTA ASSOCIATION OF ARCHITECTS.-President, G. M. Lang 
Secretary, L. M. Gotch, Calgary, Alta-

ASSOCIATION OF SASKATCHEWAN LAND SURVEYORS—
J. L. R. Parsons, Regina ; Secretary-Treasurer, M. B. Weeks, Regina.

ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY OF SASKATCHEWAN—President, N. -',c' 
Murchy ; Secretary, Mr. McClung, Regina-

BRITISH COLUMBIA LAND SURVEYORS’ AS.S99I|rVI'|lP Victoria‘*B"C’ 
W. S. Drewry, Nelson, B.C. ; Secretary-Treasurer, S. A. Roberts, Victoria,

BUILDERS’ CANADIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION.-President, E- 
Nesbitt ; Secretary-Treasurer, J- H- Lauer, Montreal, Que-

CANADIAN ASSOCIATION OF STATIONARY ENGINEERS.—Presld^’ 
Wm. Norris, Chatham, Ont. ; Secretary, W. A. Crockett, Mount Hamilton,

CANADIAN CEMENT AND CONCRETE ASSOCIATION.-President, Pete 
Gillespie, Toronto, Ont. ; Secretary-Treasurer, Wm. Snaith, 57 Adelaide

CANADIAN CLAY PRODUCTS’ MANUFACTURERS’ ASSOCIATION- 
President, W. McCredie i Secretary-Treasurer, D. O. McKinnon, Toronto ^

CANADIAN ELECTRICAL ASSOCIATION.-President, N. W. R^rS°n' 
Niagara Falls ; Secretary, T. S. Young, Canadian Electrical News, Toronto- ^

CANADIAN FORESTRY ASSOCIATION —President, John Hendry, Va” 
couver. Secretary, James Lawler, Canadian Building, Ottawa. (

CANADIAN GAS ASSOCIATION.-President, Arthur Hewit.Manager Consumers’ Gas Company, Toronto; J. Keillor, Secretary-Treasure
Hamilton, Ont-

OBITUARY.

A well-known civil engineer in the person of Charles
Mr. Harvey died in

—President.

Thompson Harvey has passed away.
New York on March 13th last. He became prominent partly 
through the active part taken in the Sault Ste. Marie ship 
canal, and the first elevated railway to be constructed m 
New York. He was 83 years of age.

MANUFACTURERS’ EXHIBIT OFPERraAilway SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT.

From March 16th to 23rd, inclusive, there is being held
South Michigan Boulevard,in the Karpen Building 900

Chicago, 111., an exhibit of railway supplies and appurten
ances of interest to persons dealing in these materials. The 
exhibit occupies the entire twelfth floor of this building. 
The exhibition hall contains twenty thousand square feet 
of floor space.
ply of steam, electricity and compressed air for the operation 
of working models. Every effort has been made to have 
the exhibit as complete and diversified as possible.

CANADIAN INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE ASSOCIATION -Pred*”^ 
W. Doan, M.D.. Harrietsville, Ont. ; Secretary-Treasurer, Francis Dagge 
Richmond Street West, Toronto. .dent,

CANADIAN MINING INSTITUTE-Windsor Hotel, Montrai. Pres i, 
Barlow, Montreal; Secretary. H. Mortimer Lamb, Windsor n

Arrangements have been made for the sup-

Dr. A. E.
Montreal- .o0,

CANADIAN PEAT SOCIETY.-President, J. McWilUam, M.D., 
Secretary-Treasurer, Arthur J. Forward, B.A.. 22 CastleOnt.;

Ottawa, Ont. pf,
THE CANADIAN PUBLIC HEALTH ASSOCIATION.-President 

Chafes A. Hodgetts, Ottawa ; General Secretary, Major Lome Drum, vt ^
CANADIAN RAILWAY CLUB.—President, A. A. Goodchild; Secre 

James Powell, P.O. Box 7, St. Lambert, near Montreal, P.Q. ^
CANADIAN STREET RAILWAY ASSOCIATION.-President, D-McDon^,,

Manager, Montreal Street Railway; Secretary, Acton Burrows, 70 Bono 
Toronto. n0

CANADIAN SOCIETY OF FOREST ENGINEERS.-President, Dr. 
Toronto. ; Secretary, F. W. H. Jacombe, Department of the Interior, un

CENTRAL RAILWAY AND ENGINEERING CLUB.—Toronto. P^^irf 
Secretary. C. L. Worth, 409 Union Station. Meets third

meetings.

The Dominion Land Surveyors’ Association held their 
annual banquet in Ottawa recently. The chair was occupied 
by the president, Mr. Thomas Fawcett.

Senator C. P. B. Casgrain, D.L.S. ; Mr. P. B. Symes, 
Dr. E. Deville, Dr. W. F. King, Dr. O. J. Klotz, and Mr. 
C. A. Magrath.

Among the guests
were

G. Baldwin ; 
each month except June, July and August. nttaW*1

DOMINION LAND SURVEYORS-—President, Mr. R- A- Belanger, v 
Secretary-Treasurer, E. M. Dennis, Dept, of the Interior, Ottawa.

EDMONTON ENGINEERING SOCIETY.—President, J. Chalmers ; 6
B. F. Mitchell, City Engineer’s Office, Edmonton, Alberta. p.

UNIVERSITY—President,

9 BeaVCr

COMING MEETINGS.
ary.

ENGINEERING SOCIETY, TORONTO 
Ritchie ; Corresponding Secretary, C. V. Ross.

ENGINEERS' CLUB OF MONTREAL.-Secretary, C. M. Strange,
Hall Square, Montreal.

ENGINEERS’ CLUB OF TORONTO-96 King Street West. *‘r%en'li6 
Willis Chipman ; Secretary, R. B. Wolsey. Meeting every Thursday 
during the fall and winter months. Kafp

INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.-President. DrÆret*rtf' 
Secretary, P. F. Rowell, Victoria Embankment. London, W.C. ; Hon- 
Treasurer for Canada, Lawford Grant, Power Building, Montreal, Que-

Toronto. Saturday EveningLectures^I^^Mn!NSMarch^23rd^9"Was^ee Lancfproblems,” by Dean Fernow, 

Toronto University. March 30th, “ Spectral Lines-their Arrangement and Lon- 
"stitution,” by Prof. J.C. McLennan, Toronto University. April 13th,— Lantern 
Experiments on Reaction in Non-homogeneous Systems,’’ by Prof. Kenrick, 
Toronto University.

:

engineering societies.
INSTITUTION OF MINING AND METALLURGY.-President.Ef of 

Taylor; Secretary, C. McDermid, London, England. Canadian me jjill 
Council ;—Prof. F. D. Adams, J. B. Porter, H. E. T. Haultain and W- ** 
and Messrs W. H. Trewartha-James and J. B. Tyrrell.

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE PREVENTION OF s 
—Secretary R. C. Harris, City Hall, Toronto.

MANITOBA LAND SURVEYORS.—President, George McPhilliP5 : 
ary-Treasurer, C. G. Chataway, Winnipeg, Man. Mine5'

NOVA SCOTIA MINING SOCIETY.-President, T. J. Brown, Sydney 
C. B. ; Secretary, A. A. Hayward. t J. S’

NOVA SCOTIA SOCIETY OF ENGINEERS, HALIFAX-P^"6." 0^’ 
Secretary, A. R. McCleave, Assistant Road Commissione

T: B. SPei8ht'

J. w-

CANADIAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS—413 Dorchester Street 
West, Montreal. President. W. F. TYE: Secretary. Professor C. H. McLeod. 
VICTORIA BRANCH—Chairman, F- C. Gamble; Secretary-Treasurer, R. W. 

Macintyre
QUEBEC BRANCH—Chairman, P. E. Parent ; Secretary, S. S. Oliver. Meet- 
ti ings held twice a month at room 40, City Hall.
TORONTO BRANCH—96 King Street West, Toronto. Chairman, T. C. Irving : 

Acting Secretary, T. R. Loudon, Universityof Toronto. Meets last Thursday 
of the month at Engineers’ Club.

MANITOBA BRANCH—Secretary E. BrydoneJack. Meets every first and third 
Friday of each month, October to April, in University of Manitoba, Winm-

VANCOUVER BRANCH—Chairman, Geo. H. Webster: Secretary, H. K. 
Dutcher, 319 Pender Street West, Vancouver. Meets in Engineering Depart
ment. University.

^ 177 Sparks St. Ottawa. Chairman, S. J. Chapleau, Ottawa; Secretary,
H. Victor Brayley. N.T. Ry„ Cory Bldg. Meetings at which papers are 
read, 1st and 3rd Wednesdays of fall and winter months; on other Wednes
day nights in month there are informal or business meetings, -------

re*sec

MacKenzie ;
Halifax, N.S.

ONTARIO PROVINCIAL GOOD 
Major. T. L. Kennedy; Hon. Secretary-Treasurer, 
Secretary-Treasurer, G. S. Henry, Oriole.

ONTARIO LAND SURVEYORS’ ASSOCIATION.-President, 
Toronto; Secretary, Kiikily Gamble, 703 Temple Building, Toronto.

THE PEAT ASSOCIATION OF CANADA.—Secretary, Wm- 
New Drawer, 2263, Main P.O., Montreal.

ROADS ASSOCIATION-
J. E- Farewell.

8ootb'

.SecretMUNICIPAL ASSOCIATIONS ”13
OF ARCHITECTSPROVINCE OF QUEBEC ASSOCIATION 

J. E. Ganier, No. 5. Beaver Hall Square, Montreal. " . . t, e<
ROYAL ARCHITECTURAL INSTITUTE OF CANADA—Preyden 

Baker, F.R.I.B.A., Toronto, Ont.; Hon. Secretary, Alcide Chausse,
Hall Square, Montreal, Que.

ROYAL ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY.-President, Prof. Louis 
Toronto; Secretary, J.R. Collins, Toronto. e

SOCIETY OF CHEMICAL INDUSTRY—Dr. A. McGill, Ottawa.
Alfred Burton, Toronto, Secretary. L v-

UNDERGRADUATE SOCIETY OF APPLIED SCIENCE, Me 
VERSITY.—President. J. P. McRae ; Secretary, H. F. Cole. ^ W”

WESTERN CANADA IRRIGATION ASSOCIATION—Presl C"
Pierce, Calgary ; Secretary-Treasurer, John T. Hall, Brandon. ft geCfeer

WESTERN CANADA RAILWAY CLUB.—President, R. R-FiS'l'day- 
Rosevear, 115 Phoenix Block, Winnioeg. Man. Second 

June, July and August, at Winnipeg.

MUNICIPAL ASSOCIATION.-President, Chas. Hopewell, 
Secretary-Treasurer, Mr. K. W■ McKay, County Clerk, St.ONTARIO 

Mayor, Ottawa;
Thomas, Ontario.

UNION OF ALBERTA MUNICIPALITIES—President, H. H. Gaetz, Red 
Deer, Alta. ; Secretary-Treasurer, John T. Hall, Medicine Hat, Alta.

THE UNION OF CANADIAN MUNICIPALTIES—President. W. Sanford 
Evans, Mayor of Winnipeg ; Hon. Secretary-Treasurer, W. D. Lighthall, K.C., 
Ex-Mayor of Westmount-

THE UNION OF NEWfcBRUNSWICK MUNICIPALITIES.—President, 
Councillor Siddall, Port Elgin; Hon. Secretary-Treasurer, J. W. McCready, City 
Clerk. Fredericton.
—"union OF NOVA SCOTIA MUNICIPALITIES. President, Mr. A. S. 
MacMillan, Warden, Antigonish, N.S, : Secretary, A. Roberts, Bridgewater, N.S.

UNION OF SASKATCHEWAN MDNICIPALITIES.-President, Mayor 
Bee, Lemberg; Secretary, Mr. Heal, Moose Jaw.

UNION OF BRITISH COLUMBIA MUNICIPALITIES.—President, Mayor 
Planta, Nanaimo, B.C,; Hon. Secretary-Treasurer, Mr. H. Bose, Surrey 
Centre, B.C.

W. H.



P Further information may be had from the issues of The 
Canadian Engineer referred to.

Tenders
Close.^ace of Work.

Calgary, Alta., designs for
r , duct ................... .........................

algary, Alta., electric machin-
Cal 6ry .........................................

Issue of. Page.
aque-

May i. Feb. 22. 70

Feb. 8. 68Mar. 20.
fiary, Alta., steel highway

P bridges ............................. Apr. 15.
parP, Ont., church .....................Mar. 21.
gheticamp, N.S., dredging ---- Mar. 20.
Fredericton,

68Mar. 14. 
Feb. 7. 
Feb. 7.

*9
60

N.B., concrete sub
structure and approaches

P to bridges .............................
redericton, N.B., culvert, Mc-

p Kenzie Hollow .....................
redericton,

t, t°k Embankment .................
ahfax, N.S., garbage in

ti cinerator ........................... '
at£1ilton, Ont., canning fac-

y-";™
t tary sewers, etc................

r Ue ville, N.B., extension to
Me r,reakwater ..........................

r*d, Sask., road grader and

Feb. 29. 

Feb. 7. 

Feb. 7.

Apr. 1.

Apr. 3.
N.B., culvert, Pok-

Mar. 25. 

Mar. 27. 

Mar. 23.

Mar. 14.

Mar. 14.
ge, Alta., grading, sani-

Mar. 14.Apr. 11.

Feb. 7. 

Feb. 7.

Apr. 1.

Mo ScraPers .........................
°Se Jaw, Sask., turbo-gen- 

kf erating set; generator ....Mar. 30.
°°Se Jaw, Sask., prime 

Oak cSuipments, etc. ...
Vl*le, Ont., sewage disposal 

p . tvorks 
p°mt r.r 
Port

Mar. 24.

Feb. 7.
mover

Mar. 29. Feb. 7.

Apr. 1. Mar. 14.
Grey, B.C., plans for

.Arthur, Ont., paving ---- Apr. 8.
Versity .......................July 31-

e Albert, Sask., sewer and
Sask terworks ......................Mar. 29.
SasiaF°°n, Sask., pavement ..Apr. 5. 

atoon, Sask., electrical 
eT»pment

Mar. 14. 
Feb. 7.

Mar. 14. 
Mar. 14.

Feb. 29.. . . .Mar. 22.

Saskatoon, Sask., labor on storm
sewers ......................................

Saskatoon, Sask., sewer and
water construction ................

St. Jerome, Que., hydro-electric
installation ..........................

Toronto, Ont., electrical equip
ment .....................................

Mar. 29. Feb. 29. 

Feb. 29.Mar. 29.

Feb. 7.

Mar. 26. Feb. 7-
Toronto, Ont., work on T. &

N.O. Rly..................................
Toronto, Ont., Registry and 

Land Titles Office additions,
North Bay, Ont.

Toronto, Ont., water meters ..Mar. 26.
Toronto, Ont., Garrison Creek 

extension
Toronto, Ont., high level in

terceptor

Mar. 20. Feb. 7.

Mar. 26. Mar. 14. 
Mar. 14.

Mar. 14.

Mar. 14. 
Feb. 29.

Jan. 25. 
Feb. 15.' 

Mar. 14.

Mar. 14.

Mar. 26.

Mar. 26.
Vancouver, B.C., water pipe . .Mar. 20. 
Winnipeg, Man., drawings for

Parliament Buildings .........
Winnipeg, Man., cables ............
Winnipeg, Man., asphalt ....Mar. 20. 
Winnipeg, Man., well turbine

Mar. 31. 
Mar. 25.

Apr. 1.pumps

PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS ON FILE.

The following Plans (P. ) and Specifications (S.)-are on 
file for reference only unless otherwise noted at the office of 
The Canadian Engineer, 62 Church Street, Toronto :—
Bids close
3-18 Concrete reservoir (2,000,000 gallons’

capacity), Moose Jaw, Sask...............
3-i8 Centrifugal pumps, motors, etc.,

Moose Jaw, Sask.....................................
3-18 Valves and Fittings, Moose Jaw,

Sask. ....................................................
3-i8 96,000 ft. of 18-in. Steel Pipe, Moose Jaw,

Sask. .............................
3-15 Pavements, Welland, Ont.
3- 25 Prime mover equipment, electric lighting

equipment, etc., Moose Jaw, Sask...............
Paving, Port Arthur, Ont...............................

4- 11 Grading, sanitary sewers, cement
walks, etc., Lethbridge, Alta 

(Lethbridge plans and specifications are on file at The 
Canadian Engineer Office, 820 Union Bank Building, 
Winnipeg.)

Noted in issue of

(P. & S.) 2-22

(P. & S.) 2-22

(P. & S.) 2-22

(S.) 2-22
2-29(P. & S.)

(S.) 3-7
(S.) 3-214-8

(P. & S.) 3-14

TENDERS PENDING.

In Addition to Those in this Issue. TENDERS.

Brampton, Ont.—Tenders will be received up to 6 p.m. 
March 26th, 1912, for the construction and supply of the fol
lowing :—

(a) Concrete reservoir.
(b) Two turbine pumps and motors.

Plans, etc., caji be obtained at the Municipal Office of the 
Town, and from the Engineer. J. G. Roberts, Chairman, 
Brampton Waterworks Commission. Wm. Treadgold, Engi
neer.

Edmonton, Alta.—Tenders will be received up to noon 
of April 1st, 1912, for the tile and marble work in connection 
with the Parliament Buildings, Edmonton. Plan, etc., at 
the Structural Engineer’s office, new Parliament Bldgs., 
Edmonton, or at the branch office of the Dept, of Public 
Works, Calgary. John Stocks, Deputy Minister of Public 
Works, Edmonton.

Edmonton, Alta.—Tenders will be received until April
I, 1912, for the supply of approximately 300,000 bricks for 
the Court House, Calgary. Specifications, etc., at the office 
of the Structural Engineer, New Parliament Buildings, Ed
monton, and at the branch office of the Dept, of Public 
Works, Caïgary. John Stocks, Dep. Minister of Public 
Works, Edmonton.

Hollywood, Man__Tenders will be received until March
27th, 1912, for the erection of a solid brick school with full 
sized cement basement, in the village of Langruth, Man. 
Plans and specifications may be seen at the Municipal Office, 
Portage la Prairie, or at Langruth, Man. Address, G. G. 
Moorehead, Sec.-Treas., Hollywood, Man.

Moose Jaw, Sask.—Tenders will be received by the 
City Commissioners until March 29th, 1912, for the instal
lation of approximately three miles of 8 and 10-inch sewer 
mains and 6-inch water mains. Plans, etc., at the office of
J. Antonisen, City Engineer, Moose Jaw.

Moose Jaw, Sask.—Tenders will be received by the City 
Commissioners up to noon of March 25th, 1912, for the sup
ply and delivery of 500 feet 2%-inch, 3-ply cotton, rubber- 
lined fire hose.

Moose Jaw, Sask.—Tenders will be received by the City 
Commissioners, Moose Jaw, until April 13th, 1912, for one 
year’s supply (approximately 7,000 tons) of steam coal. 
Particulars with J. D. Peters, Electrical Supt.

t
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CONSTRUCTION NEWS SECTION
We are particularly eager to get notesReaders will conter a great favor by sending in news items from time to time.

regarding engineering work in hand and projected, contracts awarded, changes in staffs, etc. 
Printed forms for the purpose will be furnished upon application.
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Red Deer, Alta.—Tenders for all work except excavat-

a ffV&yBV&s

Esri.wSêîraïïârSiïï'—;
Alberta Ladies’ College, Red Deer.

Sudbury, Ont.—Tenders will be received until April 17th,
mi2, for the following works:—
Contract “A”—Mam Sewer, 8,555 ft. 20-m.

h q”__Sanitary Sewers and Force mains.
a c”__Sevt'er Pipes and Junctions. c ,

Chipman & Power, Engineers. .
St Thomas, Ont.-Tenders will be received until noon 

„„ FndJ, March „.h fo, » StanLy w»,,,works.

•« C,„dian Ead-reert
Sydney Mines, C.B.-Tenders will be receive^ u ^

" HarborATew^Hos^pal/J^ytoey . En-

EF^eI6’ iilec? HâlifÏÏ0 ’ Effidmun°df McDonald, 

Secretary to Trustees, H. V. Hospital, Sydney ^es
Toronto, Ont.-Tenders will be received until March 

26th 1012, for the excavating, laying and joining 4 ^
cast-iron water main on Sumach Street from £ the
Wellesley Street. Specification, etc « î, ° ChairUl 
City Engineer, Toronto. G. R. Geary, (Mayor),
Board of Control, City Hall, Toronto. March

Toronto Ont.—Tenders will be received until __
26th, 1912, for the construction of the foUowin| ^ngton; 
Benscn avenue Christie to 1H ft. J ^enue, Arlington 
Rushton road, Benson to St. Clai , 1 Spec-
avenue to east end; Shaw street TyreU to St Glair ^
ifications and forms of tender alth.erm°®CeBo°Jrd ®f Control, 
g-ineer. G. R. Geary (Mayor), Chairman Board or
City Hall, Toronto. Anril nth,

Toronto, Ont.-Tenders will be received until Ap ^
2 for the construction of storm overflow set , ce

Garrison Creek, Section 1, Chairman
of the City Engineer. G. R. Geary U ay 1, Gan-Board of Control, City Hall, Toronto. (See advt. m v

Manotick Ont._The commissioners of Manotick Police
Village are prepared to receive tenders for üie œnstruc »n

Particulars will be furnished
,h, o^nders „„ k ,ecei d

the construction of approximately 75,000 
in wire-cut paving block, vitrified

concrete.

Niagara
April 1st, 1912, for
brick,^westrumite. ^DituUthic,of asphalt^ block ^ Niagara

laUs OntnW. J: Seymour, City Clerk. (See advertisement 

m ^MortiT Toronto, Ont.-Tenders will be received until 
«MS SS.8nÆ"S (slVertisement 

in Canadian Engineer). _ . . Tv/Torrh
„ thNmi2 °ory\h0en^7ctiondarndTompletio^oTan”eight-room 
Public school, indutfng heating aÿ Angus^McCool1 Block’, 
North Bay!"6 Tendes* to he received by E. H. Young, Secre
tary Public School Board, North Bay.

will be received until April 15™, 
the north break- 

Plans,

18-in., and 15-in.

Ottawa, Ont.—Tenders
,„r », 0=,.

specifications^ etc.^ can be^efota^ned^jt^the^offiofo

gHDr L,mh,%

Public worh,.

1912,
water and dredging, at

C.
Ottawa. . ,

Ottawa Ont.—Tenders will be received up 
Ottawa, rharter to this department of one orApril 1 st, I9I3’JorF.thhe h protection Service on the Pacific 

Coast'6Vessels°should meeï following requirements: Length

S. “ iJ and 200
tons and 400 tonsjcharter may be obtained on 
Copies of the conditions of officers H.M.C. Dockyard,
i$2,: B.CS- J- Desbarats, D=p. Min. of ,h= Haval 
Service, Dept of Naval Serv.ce, Ottawa.

Ottawa, Ont.—Tenders will be received until April 15th,

r‘”: -
Sfogi^s’fo^Dfotric^ Engineer, Confederation^Life Rbilding,

Ottawa. (See advt. m Can. Eng.)
Ottawa Ont.-Tenders will be received until the 20th of 

., * p_r construction of a wooden lighthouse andApril, 1912, for the consirucuun .protection workdwelling combined on a concrete pter ana p ^ ^ the
on Holland Isjand’ Pa a™ tg tower, double dwelling
construction of a rtmfomed concrete^inso^ in the province
a?dDav n rnb mbia Plans etc., at the office of the agency of British Columbia, ftans, ei , offices Vancouverof the Department, Victoria B^C Port Oihces y
and Prince Rupert, B.C , and office ot^ i Marine and 
Minister of Marine and Fisheries, uey
T 1ShOttawa° Ont.—Tenders, bulk and separate, addressed to
chairman of the Board g^ai "works6 re'quirld in the
erection2 and completion ^machinery ha^in Jansdowne

NoffokePla37S Central Chambers, Ottawa. John Henderson,

to noon of

EllgVancouver, B.C.—'Tenders will be received until Mar|
25th for the supply and delivery of ^moTgasoHne " 
either single cylinder or compound steam or gasoil
G. Tate, City Clerk, Vancouver, B.C Marcb

Westmount, Que—Tenders will be. iece"®f _ 1 Western 
28th, 1912, for intercepting sewer, also Paving. } Sur- 
Avenue. Specifications, etc., at the office , tisement
veyor Arch Currie, Westmount, Que. (See advert,sem
in Canadian Engineer).

Welland, Ont.—Mr.
above, will receive tenders for

2 steam rollers, 10 tons each.
2 rock crushers (portable).
2 bins for stone storage (portable).
2 revolving screens.
2 chain elevators.
2 road graders.
2 sprinkling wagons.
1 traction engine, 18 h.p.
2 pick plows.
2 wheel scrapers.
Tenders to be in by noon, April 2nd next.
Welland, Ont.—Tenders will be received UP . r0ad 

April 2nd 1912, for the following stone for building p6r 
™d«, .5= Cou„iv Good Roads
ton and rubble stone, per cord, fob. cars; Q ty o 
delivered in car lots at different points of W
WeUand (Signed) Robert Cooper, County Clerk, W

Ontario.

D.

Robt. Cooper, County Clerk of *' 
road machinery comprising •

City Clerk, City Hall, Ottawa.
Ottawa, Ont.-Tenders will be received by the Dept, of

etc., can be obtained at this Department.
Prince Albert, Sask.—Plans for a large three-story police

the erection of the structure, by the police commission.
Prince Rupert, B.C.-Tenders for the supply of approx- 

• * i ~ Qnn ft of steel pipe, 18 inches in diameter, d
iS^n ^e wharf Prince Rupert, will be received until 

Full particulars may be obtained from 
Ernest A. Woods,

of

A CORRECTION.
In our advance news service sheet of March ^8th ^ 

request from Messrs. McDougal and Forster 
The address of this firm is Edmonton, Alta.

March 25th, i912 
Wm. Mahlon Davis, City Engineer.
City Clerk.

™
 »
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Lancaster St., Berlin, Ont. Constructed with Tarvia X Modern Pavement

»g a
m
it

Meets Modern Road Requirementsit11it
i- ■■

18
Ei

f 1 ''ARVIA is a powerful binder for the surfaces 
X and foundations of macadam roads. It 

fills the voids and locks the stone in a tough, 
durable, plastic matrix.

The plasticity of the Tarvia also makes these 
roads very quiet. Horses’ hoofs make almost 
no sound on a Tarviated road, 
waterproof, and Tarviated roads, therefore, are 
protected against damage from torrents on 
grades.

Tarvia has no odor except when being 
applied. After it hardens, it has no injurious 
effect on shoes, clothing or vehicles. The cost of 
using Tarvia is not a factor for consideration, 
because it has been repeatedly demonstrated 
that it is cheaper to maintain a dustless road 
with Tarvia than a dusty one without it. 
Maintenance economies more than balance the 
additional cost.

Booklets on request. Address our nearest 
office.

s®
MTarvia is

IIm
A Tarviated surface is dustless and clean. 

It sheds water readily and is dry immediately 
after the rain, so that pedestrians are not 
inconvenienced. The surface never gets muddy 
or dusty.

f| ÜSis %
ttmi

:
;

1I On account of the Tarvia matrix, these roads 
will bear heavier automobile traffic than in a 
macadam because the surface yields instead of 
pulverizing under the strains. The Tarvia 
matrix prevents internal movement and • 
grinding.

mS|
m

'
i
*
ii ii

-0/ÈIIIm1 81The Paterson Manufacturing Co., Limited
Montreal Toronto Winnipeg Vancouver

The Carritte-Paterson Manufacturing Co., Limited
Halifax, N.S.

11 i&iiÜ mII m:
11
Ü

St. John, N.B.v
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urst. west of Smith's Falls .
has been let to Messrs. Dee s.s construction work in-«vus? ofaxTih«ïÆs m

=.C.-C,„™«s,o,a,h=c=Sr-md-»ofc.2- 

& Co. The tender on

CONTRACTS AWARDED.

Province of British Trunk ^Pacific
construction of the mam to Frager Lake> have JUst been 
eastward to Burns J-aKe , o ctewart, general con-

ssi m:
Bulltley^Summitf eTstwârZ John Md.eod; ^ve^tiks >

CuelPh. 0ntd,lThthedfoeUowingf îontra"^:-Steel rails, 
way have, awarded .7e t g ties Contractors’ Supply

V,„. Dawson * Company —
, a r of the ten tenders received tor the conKamloops, B.C.—(pf “°L. reServoir, capacity 1,500.000 

struction of a cover d Construction Company, Vancouver,
bf «S.n states that The 

Lindsay, Ont.—A report awarded the con-
;i;rs,^=£p;iL.«w c-— p^c

F"m^ STS* conttae. <« ^

R^^FHr55^Mesm H“e!"Quinlan & Robertson, for $75,500.
Montreal, Que.—A theatre

Orpheum Bldg., will be b lit 
St. Sacrament St. The tee 

Bridge Co., Lachine.

Vancouver, .
the Florence Nightingale 

awarded to Robert McLean
$56,300 and the latter $53>000-

tender for hauling the Seymour 
Mr. F. C. Lane, at the price

the'tions to 
were . 
former was

Vancouver, B.C.—The
Creek pipe has been awarded to

the Vancouver, B.C.-The Terminal Ckyjron Works will 
supply 200 hydrants (without cranes) f. W Robertson- 
tnbution System Extensions at «42.50 and t^e at $68. 
Godson Company, 40 hydrants (crane

Victoria, B.C. The
school has been awarded to The various

this city, their price ^^$344^

S» ."ÎSK ŸtisrSS

S,-*SrrSmT,i C“S , M«ss«.
Bay" *

submitted.

high 
■colm of

Victoria,
awarded the contract for the new
their tender of $344,000 being the lowest ol to

for the Canadian Amusement 
y Contractor C. u. 
work will be done 

Estimated cost,
Company,
Dealcin, 11 
by the Dominion 
$100,000. RAILWAYS—STEAM AND ELECTRIC,•yÇ- 'i' Ottawa, for $4,659.36.

Ottawa, Ont.—Messrs 
qu’ired oSrï.lofÔf ,be city of

.jsïs, ?b”pa,k

Prince Albert, SasK. in ra st-iron water pipe
have received the contract of supp g Contract price,
required by the city during the year 1912.
$43'4SasPkeatoonn; Sask.-The successful bidders to the «PP* 
of waterworks materials ^ ^Yron^oTpmation. $72,200.00 
For ^Æn^s.^mmo^ McColl 10,700.00

ss m=„«.
Tas. Robertson Co. ...............

1 otnnn cask__The contract for the superstructure o
^ewi^^o^.^Ltd.^of ^Winnipeg1,"the^^ender1 bring0 theeiowest

secur^^t^e^ntimct^Fm^the^on^ruMi^^ofriii^express^build-

ing and of outward and inward freight sheds.

ra» -

Collingwood, Ont. -A report states that a Party of su^ 
„y°:L‘completed . lm= »f-touted ml.W <^e*To,- 
The nlan shows a point named Baxter on or uc 
onto-Sudbury section of tie C.P.R. » »=

Coquitlam, B.C.—The Coquitlam Termmal Comp 5^.
building a two-mile ^lt to serve factones and^o ^ ^ w

Æ dian Pacific Railway «* 

the north side of the main right-of-way. of
Guelph Ont—At the annual meeting of the directors^, 

the Guelph Radial Railway Company the f°llo^n|in^am, 
were elected:-!- W. Lyon, president; W E. Buckmg 
vice-president ; C. E. Howitri treasurer ; 
secretary. The company will do consideraoie 
work during the coming season. t

Hu|. p o__The municipal council have advi ed t0
Canadian'Pacific Railway authorities be of
1 a station in proportion to the size ana impu

3,000.00
the8,500.00 build a
the Moose Jaw, Sask.-The plans of the entrance iu* ^ 
Grand Trunk Pacific Railway to Ais cRy. show ha h R 
way will enter the city at Eighteenth Avenue trom aDd
will pass through Hillcrest in blocks 40, 39, ^ 37 sintf

Tt then goes west through the Ross eotate, eSlïÆàss sa s ttéssustt**outofthegcity through Victoria Heights.
Midland, Ont-The Midland Terminal Railw £ 0y 

changed its name to the Midland-Simcoe Railway ComP 
and has had its charter extended for three years. ^,,9

Ottawa, Ont.—The name of the Ottawa, Smith wa, 
and Kingston Railway has been changed to the 
Rideau Lake and Kingston Railway Company. will

Port Colborne, Ont.-On March 27th the ratepayc ^ u 
be asked to vote on a by-law tangthe assessme & perlod 
Grand Trunk property in that town at ^'6’^ „.roissioti 
of twentv years, and also giving the company per 
close two streets and to move two others. -jiaD

Saskatoon, Sask—A bridge on the line °î .thbreakiiiF, fl 
Northern Railway was recently damaged by• th br ^ fa 
one span. A number of passengers were killed 
and burning of the Pullman car.

the

h»5
press
WiDiPe^hn n b -Mr. Hartman, of Montreal, P.Q., has

of which Mr. McColl is the manager at this P
Truro N.S.-The contract for the construction of a

awarded <toSMessrs.ViRhode^,ilCurry TL. ^Tmherst, N.S. 
Toronto, Ont.-The County of Hastings, Ontario, have

Mess?6 WetSef ïilllupply"’To. Theart-



Manufacturer of
Galvanized Wire 
Machine Banded

WOOD 
STAVE PIPE
Continuous
STAVE PIPE
RESERVOIR

TANKS
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.
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For City and Town Water 
Systems, Fire Protection, 
Power Plants, Hydraulic 
Mining, Irrigation, etc.

s'WÏ'
W g

4m a- , ».

?

PACIFIC COAST PIPE COMPANY, LTD.

X
/. full particulars and estimates 

furnished.m
48 in. CONTINUOUS STAVE LINE.

Factory : 1551 Granville Street, VANCOUVER, B.C. P.O. Box 563.
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GLENFIELD & KENNEDY 

make VALVES
of the following types :

Draw-off ; Regulating; Screw-Down ; Self-Closing ; Sludge ; 
Sluice ; Tide ; Air ; Back-Pressure; Ball; Ball-Check; By-Pass; 
Check ; Double-Slided; Exhaust; Flap; Flat-Outlet ; Flushing ; 
Foot ; Gas ; Globe ; Hydrant ; Isolating; Junction; Loaded ; 

Relief ; Steam-Top ; Throttle.

The very best obtainable material and superior workmanship 
characterize our valves. EVERY ONE TESTED.

Our goods are sold in Canada by
JOHN T. FARMER, 428 Coristine Building. 

Montreal, Que.
WALTER CLOUSTON, Chaplin Building, St. 

Johns, Newfoundland.
A- E. MYLES, 311 Enderton Building, Winnipeg, 

Man.
A- J- FORSYTH & CO., Vancouver, B.C.

GLENFIELD & KENNEDY
LIMITED

Hydraulic and Sanitary Engineers and Ironfounders 
KILMARNOCK

Telegraphic Address “OLBNF1ELDKILMARNOCK
SCOTLAND

Prices and full particulars may be obtained by application to any of the above Canadian firms.

SEND FOR COMPLETE BOUND CATALOGUE <R

■
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buildings and industrial WORKS.
fnrd sask —The Battleford Curling Club expt-Ct 

Brttleford, Sask. m own use-
to erect a lar|® 11 b law to raise the sum 

Calgary, Alta. A - { the aidermen.
will be discussed at a meeting ^ the dty
is to provide an asphalt p «.uminaries in connection
wi,b“f^«TÏÆ .U» h»™ J"*?*

"m5f£V!.«,mmL,i.n for on« -«-"O

“d SiSZ ££% 1-A SristfLSrJg
ss :-, «I - «o* -

nrepar-
The

will call
It is

CANADIANTHE
64

Stratford, Ont.—The commit £ ^ ap^lication to the 
relative to the street rai y t0 prepare and present
municipal n°nncil asking Rising of $3°,«*> for this utility, 
a by-law calling for , made application

Sudbury, on,-Mr. Cb». MçCrea ha, Sudb ,
to the legislature for the me P The lines o{ this
Barest Exceed Twelve miles distance from Sudbury.

Toronto, Ont. A report states that a ^

Of $20,000
The money

company are pre- 
early date.

Dominion Canners Co. are 
large cannery at this point.

$250,000.
light, heat and power. Fonthill, Ont—The

SantasÏbefnThed this year.

Fort William, Ont.—The
tenders for an addition to $2o,ooo.
estimated that the work wlU C0S‘ * 1 spared for a «ew

Ladner, B'Cl'7P1?;n_S|„ ,.a cailing '"for the erection of th 
municipal hall. A ratepayers at an early _building will be presented to the ra p y name 0f the

Montreal, P.Q-A comply tak,ng in this city to
Centre-Freeze Ice Company has been 0- Geoffnon,
manufacture ice from sterilized waW^ in the matter.

Montreal Harbor Boa , • cf a ten-story
Montreal, B-«;-pl““c'“ iSV/rb” Castle Blend J*».* 

building on the site no\ nronertv was concluded
nrenared. The sale of the PI0Perty, BuchenoUgh,

M-t - -

„nn,W opera™; b ?„=d to

-O the Public school. H. A. itog ,

Niagara Falls, 0^he®QuTn'VictoriTTark Commis- 
vincial Government, and_ the Q ti o{ a new power
sion, to secure ^^^ ^JVhe plans call for four gener- 
house and pumping station. ^ etc„ to be placed at
ators, water-wheels p tal projected development is
the bottom of a shaft. T ?te of the present pump-
about 4,000 horse-power near h Commissioner R.
ing station. Mayor C. C. Cole an interests. Mr. John
P' S1T’ Mr„e,, °,0al™f thè lonsulting engineer.
Kennedy, Montreal, is tn ^ Power

Ottawa, Ont.—The charter: °eck> calUng

v~r;ian..,° t« »«> .»■= «>-

sion of the plant making the surp u ^ ^ Dorchester Electric 
Quebec, PQ—At a meeti g concern were finally

Company preliminary details of^ ^ the new concern 
arranged, and it was next. The board o

St jt,11 elected, ‘consis.s^ of gj*»*
iE,°=, . P'ft‘'b,hS,r'GN'EGT»gl.,. T. N. King.

?res Bosse F. ci. Lyman and G. Protean.

St. Thomas, Ont—A reportjtate5 that
S, i"mr',n,d,o.E,=.,,i= Commis-

Board of Education 
Collegiate Institute.

of the
by

Preston,
addition toa new 

Clerk.

of a four-story garage. - ,b t negotiations are
Saskatoon, Sask. A report s United Flour

closed for the erection of the mills
Co., of Minneapolis, L.S.A. circuiation that a tad

Toronto, Ont—A report is ^ ^ oCCupied by Messrs, 
building will be erected o the Standard St
Rice Lewis and new structure.
Exchange are to be the Works Ltd., are Pr®,

Toronto, Ont—Th? Nartona^ ron en’completed, WF 
paring plans and specifications whm , Mp Gordon
Sï= 25n5S*5 these1 works, is s.pertoe.dmg »•

'“‘ZX ««-work on «b« r SL Alb..',
will be started at an early pre-

JTiïZ bBêmTrtTdnatf?o6-TlaCogredovamStreet. ^
P'“ Vancouver, B.c, A report Mates^thaMhe ,h«
Manufacturing Com,.c=v».Vi5 compi,ny „ Kent, Wash,

“ ,h<= ,r‘To-Tbe Dietrich Saw
b"“hw".^TTwiU be

Mill5
trie Company 
per year

ag„, during »,

interurban right-of-way,
Vancouver,

EarleCmmadaandWds Webster 

cost $100,000.

F-
de-

Cathedra1

garbage, sewage and water. (Anglican)
have had theirBerlin, Ont—The municipal authorities N-Y-)

plans approved water supply, if expediently
who has advised ^ t ten years,
used, will serve the city for the n in a pro-

Lethbridge, Alta.—Mayor ate ^ jn this city. The 
posai to construct a filtrat^ P^ (o become polluted,
system at PresenMnj bacteriologiCal examinations.
as shown by chemi . ,:ii prepare a

North Toronto, 0nt'~d}EgOfor ^expenditure of $60,- 
by-law for the ratepayers calling to supply the town with
ooo to provide a pumping P yroiect to obtain a supply 
water from Lake Jmonville has been blocked by
from certain spnng provincial Legislature.
the Private Bills Commitee of th Qfficer hag

Sarnia, Ont—The Provincial medmal^h ^ ab<)Ve
recommended that the ui m Huron. There has been
municipality be obtamedJr°?1ate owing to the present

deal of anoyance oHate,^ 8tate 0f

Gafi’Works, ot —A RetiedVancouver,
Ont , will establish a 
been taken out for a $10,000

copywill oc 
ComPaDy

later.„„„ud, ="L-Th« Hclma„ Sign Company
the premises recently used by rue 
Forty men will be employed.

and pavements.bridges, roads
. nnt a road through the Mount ^North Toronto Ont—A road ^ {u

sant Cemetery wl11.b= ^tTd in connection with this ° overhead bridge will be er^ted RaUway The General V e
the tracks the town of North Toronto wiU ^eSS âTwhïbUr««v .0 abo.L»,5.oeu. *• ^
is the town engineer of the anove.

con-
a great 
dition of the river 
the water.

Sydney, C.S.,

i„ repairs m«„
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(THE TRIPLEX BLOCK!)

i

PT

, .* .

A Triplex Block hung from a temporary rigging and used for laying pipe.

What is the Life of aTriplex Block?
VffE don’t know. Triplex Blocks built by the Yale 

and Towne Co. at the very beginning—twenty- 
five years ago—are still in actual use. The Triplex
Block of to-day possesses greater lasting powers. With its steel parts—its 
chain superior to any other—its non-wearing gear movement—and the guar
antee of a rigorous test before shipment under a fifty per cent, overload. 
It will outlast the man who buys it, no matter how young he may be.

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Company
LIMITED

Fairbanks Standard Scales—Fairbanks-Morse Gas Engines 
Safes and Vaults

MONTREAL ST. JOHN OTTAWA TORONTO WINNIPEG 
CALGARY SASKATOON VANCOUVER VICTORIA
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a «ow,

IStiS IKTl”» °"-1 - *->be,lg “ld ‘°
** Ottawa, on,. Railroad hYS3

to the federal government that st during the coming
-f Canadian »>!«. -o »rP

'h” ÏÏÏÏÎ. Ont.—An . jfe
place in connection with the n be -n the hands of
erected on Harbord Street. Plans igth next. A>
the committee of awards p tbe discretion of the.
though the treatment will be left t Among these
signers, a few suggest ons have been^ brick material^ 
it is stated that good Ugh ■ , structure is to be hv
recommended for the facades a asseSsors has been thus

F„„k A. Wickson, Toronto. , Not.h Van-
Vancouver, B.u.— me vy point urey

couver, has received instructions also an order from the
with oil-burning apparatus a d 1 sternwheeler Bar-
Terminal Steamship Company to n 
amba with oil fuel apparatus.

ENGINEERCANADIANTHE66
of this 

for roadof Saskatchewan.-The Government 
will consider the granting of $5,000,000province

province
improvement. concrete
,„« pvr:*w «T rh=Gs„e<» »
b.tnz considered by "“l.a^ad V reinforced
cman the full width of the roa l y ^ steel bridge
crete arch with the necess^ Wtbe necessary approaches at 
with a 120-foot span, having width of the roadway,lach end, the bridge taking^^  ̂.An^s Smith, recom- 
will cost $32,300. The engineer,

bridge to replace 
Road Ravine are 

60-foot

mends the former.

fires.
&

°"»"»' 0ndSlgh=dT,ateh”'T'eE'of on

Company was
February 9* last- ., . <b6 soo damage was caused

. Catharines, Ont.--About $ >5° Martin Electrical 
by fire to the premises and stock of the 
Store in this city.

St

trade ENQUIRIES.
COMMISSIONERS

ORDERS OF THE RAILWAY 
OF CANADA.

Canadianamong the inquiries relating to
Office of the High Comm,» oner

London, S.W., durmg the week 
information may be 

of Trade

The following were 
trade received at the

Victoria Street,Canada, 17
ended February 12th, i912-
obtained by communicating
and Commerce,

Each week on this pag V Qf Railway Commis- 
of orders passed byJBi B £aomiale ready reference 
sioners, to date. Thto ^i ^ thege orderg may be

The Canadian Engineer

Fuller 
with the Department

Ottawa.

to Can-
The following were a5“on ViToMhe ^fgh Commissioner

SW"during

WeetAeD-nî.eM6”m .Mto mà-dae,-r=,s wish ,o appoint «

reliable Canadian VT1’* , ; lit lenti|s are armons

AMMM’V
^S.r.oT'SrcLadian Sr™ « » -

'«“JS» £

and easy filing, 
secured from

for small fee.

for Y el-construct spur t°r
l0Whri^^«-S a by

Broi6etiaCon.7ï^orf Trenton,' for diversion as approve
°f LOrdot'

G.T.P.,Ry'i 
Idao*»'i6o96 March 6-Authormng Midland Boniface,

rendLTco^^on =f interlocked ^ branch U of -,
16097—March 8—Authonzmg r'Jcity of Brantford, Ont., ..andBrantfor<l

svsr&ssuresr*“
lW-«Th,"7*SÎÏ,i W-«- M"'

,6099-March 9-Substitutmg p,a° R_ spur
Order 15280 of bept. y
monton,

interested. made by an _ 
names of parties in Canada having 
pose of.

al-

iS desirous of purchasing 
from Canadian manu-a r ondon correspondent

Monel Metal, and would like to hear

facturerS'e^t of England c°r^°nbyg|nèss°innGreat Britain. 
Canadian firms dL S1l°US f°actu ri n g a new improved diaphragm 

A Scottish fi;pmo™ea”UtfoaCapPoint Canadian agents. 
SUCTorZ hreancPhefo"dtPyPtrade entfuiries, 73

StreeA’ mdtndsE firm manufacturing

foundry (syringes, ^
pondence from Canadian importers

"A” for plan Med and apV°'0f Ed- 
H.B. reserve in city

» ThS-Alberta.l6l^MarL,htt,=^n«=Lf iiver?tSL=InermsrtLamyb-ert and ^

install electro 
and 5 >°

bridge over
TWP-1610,—March ^“"oncfss^on^Road"etwee/ Cons. 4 

at crossing known a p p Ontario. necarlC
of Cumberland, County R • construct subway at e by

16102—March 4-Authommg C HR of Pludhomm= Ave o„6.
. 'stot: from Rly- Grade Crossmg

Of balance by city of Montreal. ^ ^ ^ that train
,6,03-March 7-Directmg <3-r- enger5 from Toronto

7 stop at Paris, Ont., to let on 0ntar,o.
east thereof ; complaint Boar to USe and operate budg

,6iÔ4—March -11—Ant onz 5Ub-divis,on. nDerate bridge5
mileages 0.5, 94-3 ^Authorizing C.P.R. to use and operate 
miieaTes çTf tJ&i»“ C-N-O." », ^ ^

of Traftrgar,rC=ounty ^ apphca'tion of United FruU
,6,01-March ,4—Dismiss, g Winnipeg, Man.

“‘SSml .".S" ;s:>of York, Ont rn =onne<t-onRW,thom protectlo„ of

Basinghall

horticultural brass 
° etc.), invite cones-

Ave.,
means
fifth

^0-
oints

at

CURRENT NEWS.
Caigary, Alta.-Many. tender^ were^ received for the

municipal paving. The p ^ for woob blocks,
per sq. yd. for bithuinhic $3^0 to *3 7^ agphalt concrete,
$2.05 to $2.40 for sheet asphal
and -oqH to mÿé for authorities are preparing

Calgary, Alta.—The in rk improvements during

35S T^jssr**tt**«* e< » «
fountains. dwelling houses belonging to

Ottawa, Ont.—Over ioo n1(i St Lawrence and Ot-
the C.P.R- and sl_ltuat.e'l, ^"hounded bv McTaggart, Redpath, 
tawa tracks on ,th® Streets, were condemned by the
Cumberland and Dalh result of not being equipped
medical health officer as the n p r waS instructed, to
with sanitary cOBven.^^ havc required running

at

Geo.

more
county

and’aB. Ry-

install improvements

bz 
ro


